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FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE "SNOWBOUND" 

"No enemy here shall he see 
But winter and rough weather" -

Shakespeare "As You Like It" 

-

PART ITEXT
 

OBJECT 

1« The object of this report is threefold 

"Snowbound" 
a. 

b. 
c. 

To record 

To furnish 
To extract 

the experience of Fifth Army Disaster Force 

a guide for future operations of similar 
lessons applicable to military operations 

nature 

THE DIRECTIVE 

2. A telegraphic directive from Headquarters)/ Fifth Army, Chicago* 
Illinois, was received in Omaha, Nebraska,, at 11 iOQ A..M.;'29 January 19U9>
designating Major General Lewis A. Pick,,Division fengineer 

;

of the Missouri 
River Division, < Corps of Engineers, as Cottmanderi Fifth Army Disaster 
Force "Snowbound*) iand instructing him "to direct &l\ appropriate activi
ties within the Fifth Army Area tb provide relief for snowbound families 
and livestock I. 
SYLLABUS 

i 

3* Speed was , the kciyriote td this operation; ; Speed to organize* 
Speed to mdbilize; men and eqiiipmdnti Spcsd to get the job, done quickly* 
There Was no time for detailed reconnaissance jprior to preparation of 
plans. Each action, at staff level or in the field J was an emergency 
actioni Each day's delay meant loss of cattle, Continued human suffering 
and possible loss of life. 

The area nearly equalled France in size, Many sections were 
thinly populated. Communities were widely separated. Most of the roads 
and railroads were blocked at least in part. Yet speed of movement was 
essential. 

All sources of personnel, equipment and transportation were 
utilized to get the job going. Top level conferences were held with rail
road officials to insure their assistance. Surveys were made to insure 
adequate communications throughout the area. Telephone conferences were 
held with governors of the states concerned and with other state and Fed
eral officials, to insure immediate cooperation all down the line. 

At 11 A*M» on the 29th of January the order was received. That 
afternoon instructions were issued to District Engineers tv load equipment; 
to start moving officers, supervisors, foremen and mechanics of the Missouri 
River Division to designated stations in the field* By nightfall, addi
tional staff officers had been flown in from Fifth Army, the Operation 
Headquarters in Omaha was established and functioning, and area offices 
had been established in Ainsworth, Nebraska and Rapid City and Pierre, 
South Dakota. By Sunday afternoon, fifteen additional officers had been 
flown in from Fort Belvoir, Virginia, had been briefed and were on their 
way to field assignments. By Sunday night all sub-area offices were open 
except one— personnel for this station were delayed until the next morning 
by impassable roads. By Monday afternoon Sub-Area engineers had contacted 
relief committees or county commissioners. Plans for the local operations 
had been made. Work which had been initiated by the states was taken over 
and pushed by Operation "Snowbound 11 personnel. By Tuesday new equipment 
was arriving and by midnight 6,853 snowbound people had been relieved; 
146,000 cattle had been given access to feed. 175 miles of road had been 
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cleared. By Wednesday the flow of equipment into the area was mounting 
in volume* New disaster areas were declared* Ilhe operation was expand
ing* Each day swelled the ranks of men and" equipment, and new areas were 
freed from the grips of the storm* 

As the operation got into full swing and results were being 
achieved, blizzard conditions struck again at western Nebraska., Wyoming 
and South Dakota* This storm was characterized by very high winds and 
some snow* it continued from the sth to the 15th of February and cal]e d 
for new efforts from the "Snowbound" personnel. 

On the 12th of February six counties of North Dakota were de
clared in the emergency area, then followed six more counties on the 13th, 
ten on the. li+th and finally six more counties on the 23rd, The require•ment was estimated at I+so major pieces of equipment to dig them out 

On 26 February Major General Pick was called to Washington to 
assume the duties of Chief of Engineers and command of the operation 
passed to Brigadier General Stewart* 

By the first of March it appeared that the end was in sight* 
However, a new crisis was developing in North Dakota and new appeals were 
made for help* Old Man Winter was not yet licked* 

General Stewart flew to North Dakota for a personal reconnaissance 
of the new critical area and liaison with state officials* As a result, 
the headquarters of "Snov/bound" was flown to Bismarck on the morning of 
U March* By that night the new headquarters was set up and operating from 
Ft* Lincoln, leaving only a small rear echelon in Omaha. 

Stillmore counties were added in North Dakota on 5 and 11 March, 
extending the disaster area from Minnesota to Montana along the Inter
national boundary* 

By 15 March the last of the affected areas had been freed and 
final demobilization commenced* 

Operation "Snowbound" had operated in an area of 193,193 square 
miles in four states populated by 1,21U,592 people* Estimates by the 
fiej.d forces during the operation showed that 14.,011 #18U cattle had been 
saved from possible starvation, and 21+3,78° people had been freed from, 
the clutches of the storm* To achieve this end, 115, 13& miles of roads 
had been cleared of snow by 1,600 major pieces of equipment operated and 
supervised by 6,000 men* 

SITUATION AS OF 1100 HOURS, 29 JANUARY 

h» General, During the months of November, December and January, 
the states or Nebraska . YJyoming, and South Dakota experienced severe 
weather conditions, accompanied by an unusually heavy massing of snow and 
ice with extensive drifts caused by high winds. The customary agencies 
of these states and the local authorities were employed to combat this 
condition* However, the accumulation of snow outstripped the capabilities 
of these resources* 

5» The Emergency, There were three separate blizzard periods, the 
first commencing 13 November, the second 2 January and the third 26 January*
Before the area completely recovered from the first, the second descended 
and the third followed hard on the heels of the second, By the end of 
January, many railroad lines, highways, towns, ranches, and cattle herds 
had been isolated* The agencies working to relieve this situation were 
unable to make sufficient progress with the resources at hand. During
this period the Air Force "Operation Hayride" was initiated to relieve 
starvation among isolated herds of cattle. However, it soon became ob
vious that for the relief of human distress, which had ?;rowr. to serious 
proportions by the 29th of Je.iraary, a large scale snow removal operation
would be required, On 29 J&iviary the President, at the request of the 

concerned,states declared -che snowbound area a "disaster area" and author
ized xhe expenditure of Federal funds, and the use of the resources of the 
National MilitaryEstablishment for rendering aid to the civilauthorities 
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in the snowbound area. The Department of the Army was designated by the 
Secretary of Defense to direct the operation. Photographs shown in 
Appendix CC give an idea of the conditions existing in this area &t this 
time. 

DISASTER AREA 

area this operation took place encompassed approxi6* The in which 
mately three-quarters of the states of Nebraska and North Dakota and one-
half each of the states of Wyoming and South Dakota, comprising in all 
193,193 square miles and populated by 1,21U,592 people. These people 
were affected physically and economically in various degrees by the un
usual weather conditions. This area also contained several million cattle 
and farm animals, many of which were isolated and without feed* The loss 
of any sizeable number of these cattle would have had a serious impact 
upon the economy of the entire area and perhaps even upon the economy of 
the whole country. (See map attached*) 

AUTHORITY AND COMMAND 

7« &• The Fifth Army Disaster Force "Snowbound* 1 was instituted 
29 January on orders from Headquarters, Fifth Army, copy of which is at
tached as Appendix A. Further instructions and authority for this opera
tion are contained in AR 500*60 and Fifth Army Disaster Plan 19^-8. Major 
General Lewis A. Pick, United States Army, was assigned to command the 
operation. On 1February Brigadier General George C» Stewart, United 
States Army, was assigned as Assistant Commander of the Force* 

b# Command of the Fifth Army Disaster Force "Snowbound" was 
assumed by Brigadier General George C* Stewart, United States Army, on 
27 February 19^9, vice Major General Lewis A# Pick, United States. Army, 
upon the latter 1 s appointment as Chief of the Corps of Engineers. Copy 
of orders is attached at Appendix A* 

ORGANIZATION 

Qm General* The original organization set up to implement the plan 
of the Fifth Army is shown in Appendix DD, attached. This organization en
visaged operations only in north and northwest Nebraska, north of the Platte 
River and west of the Missouri River in South Dakota, The disaster area 
in Wyoming had not yet been delineated. However, the organization was 
flexible to allow for expansion, if needed. As greater efforts were put 
into opening roads into the stricken area, more information became avail
able jf and it was evident that the disaster area extended considerably 
beyond that originally conceived; furthermore, continuing snowstorms and 
blizzards caused other areas to become "disaster areas" , The formation of 
additional Areas and Sub-Areas was required. Basically, the original organ
ization was not changed, but rather expanded to take in additional areas as 
they were declared by the governors and referred to the Army by the Federal 
Works Agency Coordinator* The final organization is shown in Appendix EE 
and map f both attached* The Missouri River Division of the Corps of 
Engineers was the framework around which the new organization was built. 
All of the resources of this division, including personnel, offices, 
districts, equipment, etc* x were available to the Commanding General to 
contribute to the operation, and these resources were supplemented by o"ther 
personnel and equipment drawn from Fifth Army or hired from contractors. 
Appendix B shows Station List as redes ignated 6 March, and Appendix c 
indicates the nobilizatiaa, demobilization and duration of the various 
Areas and Sub-Areas, 

9t Operating Level, No standard, pattern was prescribed for organ
ization within the Sub-Areas due to the variety of problems encountered. 
Generally speaking, supervisory offices were established in county seats 
in the charge of Amy officers who maintained liaison with local civil 
authorities and directed activities within the county* Groups of equip
ment and personnel were formed under a particular contractor* Army officer 
or civilian superintendent, and the group was given responsibility for 
operating within a zone* Ancillary equipment was assigned to a group to 
give it a measure of se lnsufficiency* Groups in turn could be broken 
down to a party of three or four dozers with a foreman in charge, or even 
to single dozers for certain limited missions*. 
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10 # Liaison* To fully coordinate %he relief work of the various 
states with that of the Amy, liaison wa| established with the governors 
of the States of Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota and Wyoming* Since 
subordinate headquarters of Operation "Snowbound* 1 were established in 
Pierre, South D&kota, Cheyenne, Wyoming, and Bismarck, North Dakota, the 
officers in charge of these offices functioned as the liaison officers 
for the states concerned* However, in the State of Nebraska, the State 
Capitol lay outside of the disaster area* It therefore became necessary 
to establish a liaison office in that city* In this manner, the resources 
of each state were integrated into the Army program for Operation "Snowbound" • 

OPERATIONS 

11• General, This operation may be defined as "employment of troops 
and supplies connection with disaster relief", as described in AR 500-60* 
When the governor of a particular state deemed a situation to be beyond his 
control, he called upon the Federal Works Agency Coordinator in his partic
ular district and declared the area in question tc be a "disaster area", 
requesting the assistance of the Federal Government* In turn, the F.W«A« 
Coordinator informed the Commanding General, Operation "Snowbound", and re
quested assistance from the military establishment* The Army was not auth
orized to operate in any area which had not been declared a "disaster area" 
by the governor and for which assistance of the military had not been re
quested* Broadly, the operation falls into two categories, which went on 
simultaneously: 

a* The relief of stricken or isolated communities and farms f in 
eluding relief of human suffering and saving livestock* 

b» The clearance of ice and snow from rail and road communications* 

12» Coordination and Control* Headquarters Operation 
was the central agency for coordinating the work of all federal, military, 
Red Cross, state, county, and local agencies involved, with the exception 
of the equipment of the state highway commissions, with whom close liaison 
was maintained and operations coordinated* The agency best fitted for and, 

most available was assigned to any particular task* There was no distinct 
delineation of functions between the various agencies, but generally the 
Red Cross, using National Guard, Army, Air Force or contracted transporta
tion, and local committees were chiefly concerned with the relief of dis
tressed persons? while the Army with both organic and contractor equipment 
was chiefly concerned with the large scale road clearance operation, clear
ing access ro^ds to ranches and paths to cattle or hay* Army Area and Sub-
Area Engineers were in over-all coordination of both phases* The railways, 
using their specialized equipment, cleared their own roads; however, they 
were given assistance where necessary by the Army* Instances of Army as* 
sictance to the railroads were relatively few and limited to dozers working
with railway snowplows* Since the number of snowplows that can work on 
a railway is limited to the tracks, sufficient equipment was on hand for 
most of their requirements* However, the railways did not have a reserve 
for a second blizzard nor for breakdown replacements. This hampered snow 
clearance on railways at times, particularly on branch lines and even on 
main lines during the recurring blizzards in Wyoming in early February* 
The Army located additional equipment outside of the disaster area, which 
was available in case of emergency but was not re^j|red* 

13 .• Reconnaissance*s sance* Ample aircraft were available to Area and Sub-
Area Engineers for air reconnaissance to supplement ground reconnaissance 
of the area* In the initial stages air reconnaissance was the only means 
of gaining intelligence in some isolated area, Y/easels were employed for 
more detailed but more restricted ground reconnaissance* Contact was main
tained between air and ground during reconnaissance in some situations to 
worthwhile effect* 

lU* CivilianDisaster Committees* Disaster Committees were established 
on state, county ana town level in the various states of the snowbound area. 
These committees were a most valuable source of information, Indeed, their 
services were practically indispensable* Their efforts to assist the Army
in the accomplishment of its mission were untiring* Within their area they
provided the local Army officers with maps, guides familiar with the local
ity, locations of individuals and communities who were in need of assistance. 
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helped to establish priority and by reviewing individual requests took a 
large part of the load off the shoulders of the Army. These committees 
also gave a helping hand to the personnel of Operation "Snowbound" , 
assisted them in seeing to their needs and their coirifofts* These oom* 
mitteea were made up of local individuals who gave unstintingly of their 
time and resources to assist inmaking the operation a complete success* 

The importance of the contribution of these committees to the operation 
is manifest by the many letters written by the Commanding General of 
Operation "Snowbound" to those committees expressing his appreciation for 
their work and cooperation. An example of this kind of letter is attached 
in Appendix D« 

15« Decentralization. Decentralization was the order of the day. 
The Area and Sub-rArea Engineers were instructed to take over rental equip
ment initially employed by the state on snow removal. Furthermore, in the 
initial stages the field engineers were authorized to contract for any ad
ditional suitable equipment that happened to be in their areas* Based on 
information from local sources and in cooperation with local disaster com* 
mittees, or county commissioners, they set. up priorities, planned the em
ployment of their available equipment and requested Headquarters Operation 

to furnish additional equipment as required. 

16* Allocations and Routing* Headquarters allocated incoming equip
ment on the basis of priorities established from studies of field reports 
received throughout the day and night from Area and Sub-Area Engineers* 
Routing of equipment into the disaster area required careful planning and 
coordination because of the many blocked highways and railways. Coordina
tion and planning were also required for the timely arrival of military 
personnel who were to operate military equipment. A sub-section was set 
up within the Transportation Section of Headquarters at Omaha specifically 
to keep up-to-date latest reports on highways and railways which were open 
or blocked* These data allowed the Transportation Section to divert or 
reroute truck and railway shipments to avoid badly needed equipment being 
caught in a deadend with resulting delay* Some idea of the magnitude of 
this operation can be grasped from the fact that it is the largest bulldozer 
operation in history. By comparison, there were 39U bulldozers in opera
tion at the peak of construction on the Ledo Road during the late war» 
During the peak of Operation "Snowbound", there were 1,65U major pieces 
of equipment being operated by the Army and of this number 1,320 were 
bulldozers* A breakdown of equipment by general types is shown in Appen
dix Er the daily build-up is shown in Appendix FF, and further details 
willbe found under Section "EQUIPMENT"• The transportation requirements 
for moving this equipment into the disaster area and transporting supplies 
and equipment to maintain the operation was a large task in itself. 

17* Continuous Operation. Operations continued 2h hours a day seven 
days a weelc« Each piece or equipment had relief crews permitting contin
uous or practically continuous operation. The operation was set up on the 
basis of two 10-hour shifts daily and h hours for maintenance* Many con
tractors, however > worked the full 2U hours with minimum maintenance time 
off* Maintenance teams were similarly organized for 'round the clock* 
operations. 

Reports » Daily Operation Reports, compiled from similar reports 
from the field (See Annex F for sample field report form), were made to 
Fifth Army showing the progress of the operation. Included as annexes 
were summaries of activities in the following branches: Air;Red Cross; 
Supply (including Ordnance, Engineers and Quartermaster); Communications; 
Transportation; Fiscal; Personnel; and Public Relations, 

19» Supply. Army Supply, other than providing snow removal equip
ment, was confined to the supply and maintenance of Armed Forces personnel 
and equipment* Fuel and maintenance for contractors' equipnerit were fur
nished by the contractors concerned, who also bed and housed their own men* 
Allrelief supplies were furnished by the Red Cross or local agencies. 

20* Task Forces. In the latter stages of the operation it was found 
necessary to organize mobile units somewhat on the order of trouble
shooting task forces for each area, in the event of trouble they were 
quickly shifted from one locality, to another for clearing drifts as they
occurred* These mobile units were generally all mounted on wheel&'and con
sisted of a snowplow, dozers mounted on low-boys, graders, and ancillary
y-efriclejß, 
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21• Mobility. In order to increase the mobility of the operational 
teams of showplows and bulldozers, itwas found desirable to send out low
boys (transporters) so that teams could bound forward when an open stretch 
of highway was reached* Furthermore, pools of transporters or low-boys at 
key points faciliated the shuttling of heavy equipment from point to point. 
In connection with the "blizzard plan" (See Phase 2, below, and Appendix 
G), low-boy pools at key points also assisted in shuttling equipment to 
strategic points in case of further heavy snows or blizzards striking the 
area. 

22. Weather* The operation was carried out in heavy snow averaging 
36 inches deep on the level in most places. Maximum level depth reported 
was 10U inches northwest of Sundance, Wyoming. In some areas there had 
been several thaws which resulted in layers of ice in between layers of 
snow. High winds, characteristic of this section of the country, had 
drifted the snow into highway and railway cuts, in the lee of any object, 
and in some cases had built up to a depth of thirty feet. These drifts, 
in many cases, were heavily compacted by wind action. During the opera
tion various sections experienced further snowfall and drifting was a 
constant menace. The blizzard condition during the second week of the 
operation in YiTyoming built up drifts that in some places covered entire 
houses. Temperatures were as low as 32 degrees below zero. This tempera
ture was recorded in Newcastle, Wyoming, 15 February 19U9« 

* 23* Phasing* The operation may be considered in three phases The 
phases overlap as to time due to the termination of the emergency in one 
area while additional areas were being formed due to recurring blizzards 
or drifting snow* The phases are: 

Phase 1, Organizational 
Phase 2, Operational 
Phase 3* Demobilization 

2U» Phase 1, Organizational. 

a. Initial Tasks. Upon notification by Fifth Army to put into 
effect Operation "Snowbound" ,a large part of the organization of the 
Missouri River Division was diverted into appropriate sections in Opera
tion "Snowbound", A survey was made to establish the number of personnel 
required to augment the existing staff and field force, and these addi-' 
tional personnel were requested from Fifth Army. Equipment, additional 
to that employed by the states and suitable for snow clearance, was located 
and instructions were issued for moving it into the area. Some of this 
equipment was military, but the majority was contractor owned. Generally 
speaking, this period was spent in continuing the work commenced by the 
states, augmenting that work where possible, organizing the field force 
and staff, mobilizing equipment, and taking over under federal contract 
equipment which had been rented by the states. Incoming officers were 
briefed and sent out to their respective assignments. Area and Sub -Area 
officers were given their initial orders (See Appendix H)* 

b. Intelligence, The greatest single difficulty during this 
phase of the operation was gaining accurate intelligence of conditions in 
the field. Ground communication was very difficult and in many places 
indeed impossible, due to blocked roads. Although ail trunk circuits 
were in operation by telephone and telegraph, there were many small com
munities and isolated farms which were cut off from these methods of com
munication. Travel on even the main highways was slow* Some officers who 
were despatched from Omaha to their Sub-Areas on Sunday, 30 January, did 
not arrive until Monday morning, although they travelled all night. 

c. Expansion. 

(1) By 3 February, the disaster area had grown from an oper
ation in north and northwest Nebraska and the western half of South Dakota 
to include approximately three-fourths of the State of Nebraska, plus half 
of the State of Wyoming, and two additional counties east of the Missouri 
River in South Dakota. The extension of the area was based on requests of 
the governors concerned and approved by the appropriate F.W.Av Coordinator, 
as mentioned above. 
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(2) The situation in North Dakota became critical on 
12 February due to the same blizzards which affected South Dakota, and 
Operation "Snowbound" was requested by the Federal Works Agency Coordin* 
ator to move into that state on the same basis as operations were being 

conducted in the other three states. The original disaster in Northarea 
Dakota comprised six counties along the southern border west of the 
Missouri River* Eventually the area expanded to include approximately 
three-quarters of North Dakota* The first equipment arrived in the dis
aster area of North Dakota 13 February. Since other areas were being 
demobilized, some personnel and equipment were shifted from completed 
areas to the new area; other equipment was rented locally and from the 
adjacent states of Minnesota and Montana. 

25* Phase 2, Operational. 

a* General* At the commencement of this phase, organization 
of the field force had been completed, practically all of the equipment 
formerly leased by the state had been taken over under Federal contract, 
field headquarters had been established, and outside equipment was being 

— quantity. priority of workreceived into the area in sizeable — The was j 
one relief of human suffering; two clear lanes, paths and trails 
to bring cattle to feed or feed to cattle. In support of these two ob
jectives, it was necessary to clear, in coordination with the local state 
highway organizations, highways and secondary roads throughout the country 
side* Thus, rescue and road clearance went on simultaneously. This meant 
a progressively expanding operation. The buildup of equipment for this 
work is shown in Appendix FF, attached. All contractor equipment, for
merly under state control, had been taken over by the Army by the night 
of 3/U February. 

b. Expanding Operations •„As the work of clearing roads pro
gressed, teams worked farther and! farther away from their bases of opera
tion in the various towns. Low-boy pools were located at key points to 
assist in shuttling equipment to strategic areas in case of heavy snows 
or blizzards. 

c. "Blizzard Plan". As a precaution against further blizzards^ 
heavy snowfall or severe drifting, a "Blizzard Plan" was adopted through
out the area of operations. The object of this plan was to concentrate 
equipment to clear major communication routes and prevent equipment and 
personnel from being cut off from their base of supply. See Appendix G 
attached. 

d« Effect of Additional Blizzards and Drifting. Further snow 
storms and high winds ca"used considerable TbTocking~~of cleared railways 
and highways in Wyoming and South Dakota during the period 5-15 February. 
During this period,- North Dakota felt the effects of the same blizzard 
and the first counties in that state were declared disaster areas. In 
South Dakota alone it was reported at one time that all of the roads 
previously cleared had drifted closed and many had been reopened repeat
edly. Initial estimates on cattle losses from cattlemen, associations, 
and others indicated that losses among cattle vary. from 2 to 9 percent. 
However, experienced observers predict that the aftermath of this severe 
weather will probably result in a high mortality rate among lambs and 
calves later in the spring* 

c. Liaison, Liaison between adjacent Areas and Sub-Areas was 
maintained by the Area and Sub-Area Engineers concerned. It was found 
that this was particularly important during the latter stages of Phase 2 
to insure that a road which was cleared up to an area boundary was not 
overlooked by the adjacent Area or Sub-Area* No specific personnel were 
assigned for the job of liaison. Generally speaking > this liaison was 
carried out by personal contact or by telephone between Area and Sub-Area 
Engineers. 

f» Supply and Maintenance. Since the Army personnel operating 
within the area were widely scattered in small groups, itwas found to be 
impracticable to operate unit messes. It was, therefore, decided to put 
the majority of men on a per diem basis so that they could individually 
care for their daily needs. Agent Finance Officers were appointed to 
facilitate paying of these troops* 
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26*, Phase 3, Demobilization. 

a. Object*, The object of this phase was to terminate contracts 
with contractors and inspect, service and ship military equipment to its 
destination as rapidly as possible. Personnel were likewise returned to 
their permanent station as quickly as the requirements of the job permitted* 

b. Procedure* The demobilization phase commenced before the 
termination of the operational phase. Concurrent with operations in the 
more persistent areas, demobilization was undertaken by counties, or 
parts of counties, as work was completed. Equipment no longer required 
in an Area or Sub^Area was either shifted to other distressed areas or 
contracts terminated. When operations progressed to the point where the 
objective was about to be accomplished, the Sub-Area Engineer accompanied 
by the local county commissioners, or disaster committee, surveyed the 
county or district. When agreement was reached as to the date on which 
work would be complete, the Sub-Area Engineer reported to headquarters 
that operations would be completed in that portion of his Sub-Area by a 
certain date and that concurrence had been obtained from the local author
ities. Headquarters then advised the Governor and asked his concurrence 
to demobilize in the county or district concerned. Upon his approval, the 
F.W.A. Coordinator was informed. He, in turn, authorized the Commanding 
General to demobilize men and equipment on the date agreed upon by the 
concurring parties* Headquarters then instructed the Area and Sub-Area 
Engineers to demobilize in accordance with the agreed date. Detailed 
instructions for demobilization are given in Appendix I,attached. 

c» Stand-by Equipment. As a precaution against further bliz
zards during the remaining winter months, some of t&e states requested 
that some Army equipment be left behind as a residual reserve when de
mobilization was authorized. These requests were reviewed and analyzed, 
and after approval by Headquarters, Fifth Army, provisions were made for 
providing the minimum requirements by turning the equipment over to the 
National Guard of the states concerned on a stand-by basis. See appendix 
J for types and_ locations of equipment on stand-by basis. 

AIR FORCE 

27 • Cooperation-. This operation merits recording as a classic of 
harmonious teamwork 'between the Army and the Air Force, The T^nth Air 
Force threw in all of their resources to succor the distressed people of 
the snowbound area and their livestock* Their flight crews worked un
stintingly over hazardous terrain and' in all kinds of weather to fulfill 
every mission requested. Their activities ranged from the rescue of snow
bound, isolated individuals, to the air dropping of hay to livestock which 
were barred from their haystacks by the heavy snow and drifts* Employing
76 aircraft of all types from helicopters to "flying box cars", the c-82s, 
they carried out photographic missions to record the effects of the bliz
zard, reconnaissance missions, without which Operation "Snowbound" would 
have been all but blind, haylift missions, supply of parts, equipment, 
men and even weasels, all under very hazardous flying conditions. Their 
tireless work and willingness to take on any mission at any time were 
exemplary and indeed inspiring to those who looked to them for help. The 
BO9th Engineer Aviation Battalion, 3UsOth Technical Training Wing, Ft. 
Francis E. Warren, aided in the clearing of Sub -Area X around Lusk, Casper, 
Rawlins, Laramie, and Cheyenne, Wyoming. This unit of 20 officers and 
233 enlisted men operated 27 dozers and 12 patrol graders from 30 January 
to 25 February. Commanding General of the Fifth Army Disast«r Force 
?Snowbound" expressed extreme gratitude at the performance and spirit of 
Air Force in a letter to the Commanding General of Tenth Air Force, copy
of which is attached to Appendix K. The press throughout the area paid 
tribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of the Air Force operation in 
many news items and editorials. These articles expressed the appreciation 

peopleof the and commended the Air Force for their contribution to the 
relief work. 

28. Coordination. The Air Force had been involved in this operation 
since the early part of January, lifting feed to isolated cattle herds. 
As the situation became worse, their mission was changed to include the'
 relief of human distress, as well, and eventually Operation "Haylift1 
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became a part of Operation tfSnowbound", in order to avoid duplication 

of effort and to coordinate over-all operations, elements of the Air 
Force engaged in disaster operations operated under the disaster force 
commander* This was successfully accomplished through an agreement with 
Tenth Air Force whereby a representative of the Commanding General, Tenth 
Air Force, was designated as Air Officer on the Staff of the Commanding 

General of the Disaster Foree Under this arrangement decisions as to9 

what missions were to be flown were made by the disaster force commander 
while command and administrative functions of Air Force personnel and 
equipment remained with the Air Force. 

29. Haylift Procedure. Requests for air-lifts of hay originated 
with the rancher and were screened by local civilian authorities, a 
routine which had been in- effect since Operation "Hayride" began. The 
local authorities, after establishing the merits of the case, requested 
Headquarters Operation "Snowbound" to transport the hay, which had been 
procured by the rancher, to either a nearby landing field for vehicular 
distribution or to an air drop where the isolated herd was located. Upon 
receipt of these requests, Headquarters took steps to fulfillthe request 

through Engineerand at the same time checked — the Sub-Area to verify: 
one was the need urgent; two was a ground route feasible. Once a 
haylift was started, every effort was made to open up normal routes of 
communication and supply to that area in order to terminate the air trans
port at the earliest possible moment consistent with the objective of 
Operation "Snowbound 11. Attached as Appendices L and GG is a brief sum
mary of the Air Force operations during the period of this report, and 
letter Headquarters Operation "Snowbound" to Air Force Officer establish
ing policy regarding Air Force operation is attached at Appendix Mo 

RED CROSS 

30, The performance of the Red Cross during this operation was 
characteristic of the usual high standard of that agency* The local chap
ters had been in operation in each cctomunity before the area was declared 
a disaster area and, upon formation of the force , their operations were 
coordinated with Operation "Snowbound". The national organization estab
lished an office at Headquarters Operation "Snowbound" to insure complete 
liaison and cooperation* For further detailed information regarding the 
operation of the Army-Red Cross team, see ARC pamphlet ''When Disaster 

9Strikes" and AR 500-60 A summary of Red Cross activities during this 
*operation is given as Appendix N, attached 

NAVY 

31. The Ninth Naval District contributed equipment from the Hastings 
Naval Ammunition Depot, Hastings, Nebraska, and furnished radio operators 
with sets which were integrated into the operators radio network* In ad
dition, Naval personnel were furnished from the Naval Reserve Centers in 
Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska, Denver, Colorado, and Cheyenne, Wyoming* 
These personnel did outstanding work inmanning the radio stations and con
tributed materially to the success of the operation. The high standard 
of training, technical proficiency, and willingness of these personnel was 
commendatory* Particular credit is due the personnel of the Naval Ammuni
tion Depot, Hastings, Nebraska, for their splendid work in clearing roads 
between Holdredge and McCook, Nebraska, in connection with Operation 
"Snowbound". Naval personnel engaged in this operation were thirty-five
officers, warrant officers and ratings, including both regulars and re
serves* See letter to Commandant, Ninth Naval District, attached as 
Appendix 0 and radio net Appendices U and HH. 

NATIONAL GUARD 

32. By agreement with the Governors of Nebraska and Wyoming, the 
Army coordinated certain activities of the National Guard with the other 
agencies invo^ve^. 

a. Nebrasjjff,. The National Gu&rd continued rescue work wj,th 
th« Rad Gross Which they had commenced early in January. This work con-
fisted chiefly of transporting relief supplies and relieving bixmn distress 
in conjunction with the Re£,Cross* The organization of the teams varied 
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depending upon local conditions; the following was a typical team.: One 
and nine In addition, a general servicejeep, one 2-l/2-ton truck men. 

team operated the airfields at Alliance and Norfolk and two maintenance 
teams performed field maintenance along with the Army Ordnance teams* 

of the National Guard worked as an operator in the "Snowbound"One member 
radio net at O fNeillt 

b. Wyoming. In early January, the National Guard of Wyoming 
established six weasel teams for rescue work in conjunction with the Red 
Cross, These teams continued their work after the formation of "Snow
bound" and their activities were coordinated by the Army. 

EQUIPMENT 

33 \u2666 Generally speaking, the rental snow removal equipment came from 
within the states affected or from the states immediately adjacent theretot 
Further reserve pools of equipment, both civil and military, were located 
at more distant parts of the country and measures taken to promptly ship 
into the disaster area should their use become necessary. For general 
remarks on equipment performance, see Appendix P, attached; for further 
comments on performance of equipment, see Part 11, "OBSERVATIONS AND LES
SONS" and Engineers Appendix. 

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY 

Jth* a. Military. In order to insure continuous operation of mili
tary equipment in the field, the Army provided five engineer maintonance 
teams and ten ordnance maintenance teams. These teams were fully mobile 
and v/ere located throughout the area to facilitate the maintenance and 
repair of military equipment. They were organized to operate day and 
night and were prepared to handle first and second echelon work and in 
many cases improvised even further. Quartermaster supply was effected 
through existing military establishments throughout the area. 

b. Civilian* Contracts for civilian equipment specified that 
the contractor would provide his own maintenance. In every case POL was 
furnished by the contractor. Attached hereto are comments from the En
gineer, Ordnance, Quartermaster and Transportation Sections of the staff 
as Appendices Q, R, S and T, respectively. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

35 • The fact that throughout the entire operation the commercial 
trunk telephone and telegraph lines were not seriously affected is testi
mony to the excellence of maintenance and construction of the telephone 
and telegraph system. Even during the most severe blizzards the lines 
were !lin" and permitted control of the operation to be exercised through 
these means. TWX was established from the Headquarters Operation "Snow
bound" in Omaha to Fifth Army 'and to the Department of the Army through 
the Military Communications Administration Network. Many local lines, 
however, were out at various times, and this situation seriously handi
capped the collection of information in the early stages by the field 
force. As a precautionary measure against future storms and to augment 
the commercial telephone and telegraph system, a radio network was estab
lished using the combined resources of Army, Navy, Air Force and National 
Guard within the area. This network functioned on a 2U-hour basis until 
2 March when the emergency net was no longer required and all emergency 
stations closed down. To further supplement the communications system, 
and as further assurance against interruptions in line communication and 
isplation of towns, 68 amateur radio stations were tied into their net on 
a stand-by basis. These stations were scattered over the entire area 
and checked Into their net daily at schedule^ hours. Commercial broads 
casting $4b&<tions also cooperated in broadcasting information and announce
ments aj^d were available for assistance in cases of emergency. Layout of 
the copiuni cations system is given in Appendices HH» IIand other data 
are jjiyen in Appendices v and V* 
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PERSONNEL 

36* a. Source. At the peak there were a total of 6,237 personnel 

employed on this operation who were under control of Disaster Force "Snow
is given below; for details, see Apbound". The source of these people 

pendices W and JJ attached: 

Army 
Air Force 
Navy 
Missouri River Division, Corps of Engineers (including 

Civil Service Employees) 
National Guard 
Red Cross 
Civil Air Patrol 
Civilian Contractors 
Labor Unions 

b* Awards and Decorations , Three types of awards were pre

sented for outstanding meritorious conduct in performance of duties in 
connection with Operation "Snowbound" • 

(1) Commendation Ribbon* By special permission of the 
Department of the Army, a limited number of these awards was authorized 
for Army personnel on active duty in the Federal service for outstanding 
performance of duty* 

(2) Certificate "Com.aenda.ticn for Meritorious Civilian 
Service" by Department of the Army. This award was authorized for a 
limited number of Government Civil Service personnel under conditions 
comparable to the Commendation Ribbon above. 

(3) "Certificate of Achievement" . This award was author
ized for civilians employed in any capacity during Operation "Snowbound" ,
 
provided the source of their pay was Federal funds. The number of these
 
awards was also limited to deserving cases; however, the conditions under
 
which they were made were less stringent than for paragraphs (1) and (2)
 
above.
 

(See Appendix X for Fifth Army instructions regarding the Commenda
tion Ribbon and Appendix V for awards and decorations to individuals.)
 

c» Casualties. During the course of the operation, one mili
tary and six civilian personnel who wore under control of Operation "Snow' 
bound 1 lost their lives through aocidents. Details are given in Appendix Z^ 

FISCAL 

37* All fiscal matters within Operation "Snowbound" were controlled 
by the Fiscal Branch of the Missouri River Division, Corps of Engineers 
in Omaha* All equipment was hired by Purchasing and Contracting Officers 
of the Missouri River Division on uniform rental rates as established for 
this particular operation, and by accomplishment of a modified "Equipment 
Rental Agreement", which was augmented at a later date by a contract. 
(Copy of sample "Equipment Rental Agreement" is attached at Appendix AA.) 

Equipment required for Disaster Force "Snowbound" activities was
 
procured from every available source within a reasonable distance of the
 
site of operations. Approximately 300 pieces of equipment had been ordered
 
to proceed to specific work sites in Nebraska by the Adjutant General,
 
Nebraska National Guard, prior to the time Fifth Army was directed to take
 

•charge of operations* This equipment was transferred to the jurisdiction 
of this Headquarters at such time as Area and Sub-Area offices were opened. 

The applicable rental rates were established after considerable re
view and study of such standards as those published by the Associated 
Equipment Distributors and the Associated General Contractors and after 
comparing with those actually being paid for snow removal operations by 
railroads, state and county agencies. The Associated Equipment Distri
butors* manual rates as established for operation on a. weekly basis wore 
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determined to be the most equitable rate to cover that portion of the 
rate representing actual rental of equipment, depreciation, major repairs, 
insurance, interest, taxes and profit. To convert the weekly rate to an 
hourly rate basis, the weekly rate was divided by 56 which is the number 
of hours per week normally assumed for such rate computations* 

Operation costs were computed independently and added to the rates 
referred to above in order to establish an over-all rate per hour that 
would be inclusive of all costs. The operation costs were computed on -the 
basis of 20 hours operating time each day and included costs of fuel, oil, 
grease, minor repairs, salaries, per diem plus a 10$ allowance for over
head charges* 

Stand-by rates were also established for application when the con
tractor was unable to operate due to conditions beyond his control, and 
were computed to cover only his out-of-pocket expenses for maintaining a 
crew at the site plus an amount to compensate for depreciation, insurance 
and taxes. 

In addition to payment for operating and stand-by time, it was agreed 
that, where applicable, Mobilization and Demobilization costs would be 
allowed. Such costs were not allowed on equipment hired in the immediate 
locality where work was performed. In general the amount allowed for 
these costs was established by negotiation between representatives of this 
Headquarters and the contractor and included only his actual out-of-pocket 
expenses with no profit item allowed. For further details see Appendix AA. 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 

38. To insure that the general public was kept abreast of the situa
tion and the progress made by Operation "Snowbound", a Public Information 
Office was set up on the staff at Omaha, Daily press conferences were 
held by the Commanding General, On several occasions, at his press con
ferences, the Commanding General expressed his appreciation of the coopera
tion obtained from the other services, the state, county and local admin
istrations* Photographs taken by the Signal Corps were employed to apprise 
the public of the means being taken to free the stricken area. (Attached 
hereto at Appendix XX are several editorials and sample news articles char
acteristic of the publicity given the operation by the press. In addition, 
in Appendix CC are various photographs indicating conditions during the 
operation.) 

Many resolutions were received from state legislators, boards of 
county commissioners and civic bodies, as well a$ letters from state and 
federal officials and individuals expressing appreciation and thanks to 
the Army and the Disaster Force, In addition, a number of editorials 
and paid advertisements were published throughout the area also expressing 
gratitude 
resolutions 

for the assistance rendered. 
and editorials are attached 

Typical examples of 
at Appendices XX and 

these letters, 
LL» 

MEDICAL 

39 • Due to the type of operation, there was no serious medical 
problem. Since there were no evacuations resulting in crowding people 
into areas, no epidemics developed or threatened. Unlike a flood dis
aster, there was no pollution or contamination of drinking water. A med
ical staff section was proposed for Headquarters Operation "Snowbound", 
but after a survey by a representative of the Medical Department from 
Fifth Army, it was decided that such a section was unnecessary. The Army 
medical resources chiefly confined their activities to the normal care of 
the military personnel involved in the operation, except for one instance, 
detailed below. These resources were supplemented by civilian doctors 
where necessary. Serious cases were evacuated, (See Appendix BB.) 

During the severe blizzard in the middle of February, a medical de
tachment of one officer and ten men was sent to Rawlins, Wyoming to 
assist the local medicyaj. facilities in caring for approximately five hun
dred Operation "Snowbound" personnel stationed in this small town. The 
local hospital, had a capacity of thirty-five beds and was full. As a 
precautionaa-y measure, the Army medical personnel were sent in. They 
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also accompanied weasel teams which went out to contact ranches which had 
been snowed in and isolated for two months, A fortunate break in the 
weather terminated the requirement for these Army medical personnel and 
they were returned to their home station on 23 February. 

At the Red Cross request there were some instances where a civilian 
doctor was transported to an isolated farmhouse by helicopter, light 
liaison type aircraft, or by weasel, but these were isolated cases and 
in general the illness was not due to the weather* 

-
STATUS :17 M&RCH 

40. a. Summary of. Results. During this operation which lasted 
JuSt over a month, nhj/'f&t) persons were freed from being snowbound, li^Oll^lßlj. 
cattle and farm animals were given access to feed, and 115,138 miles of 
roads and trails were opened to achieve this objective. In some cases, 
the same road was reopened several times due to recurring drifting and bliz
zards. Figures are Field Engineers' estimates compiled from daily periodic 
reports^ (chart in Appendix MM shows day to day results.) 

b. Status of Demobilization. 

(1) Contractor Equipment. 

(a) All contractor equipment released as of 15 March. 

(b) Since all contracts were made as Engineer contracts 
by the Purchasing and Contracting Officers of the Omaha, Denver and Garrison 
Districts of the Missouri River Division, contract terminations are being 
handled by those offices through normal Engineer channels. 

(2) Government Equipment. 

(a) AllGovernment equipment, except residual reserve, 
in the states of Nebraska, Wyoming, and South Dakota has been returned to 
proper station. 

(b) AllGovernment equipment in North Dakota has been 
returned to proper station except for the following: 

Equipment	 Status 

-
Weasels	 All in hands of railroad for forwarding to 

permanent station as of 1200 hours 17 March. 

-
Government cars	 All en route to home stations except those 
and pick-up trucks	 in hands of Ordnance Field Maintenance Team 

at Ft, Lincoln, Bismarck for repair* Those 
under repair are expected to be en route to 
home stations by 19 March. 

-
Ordnance Field	 Expected to clear tine area by 19 March. 
Maintenance Team
 
(Ft. Lincoln,
 
Bismarck)
 

(3) Military Personnel. Allmilitary personnel have been 
returned to their proper station or orders have been issued to effect 
their return. 
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PART II OBSERVATIONS AND LESSONS
 

INTRODUCTION 

For reference and convenience, the lessons and observationsUl« 
gathered from this operation are grouped into sections as listed below. 

Further information of more technical nature willbe found under the 
annex of the appropriate service. 

SUMMARY 

CIVILIANRELATIONS 

INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE (including terrain and snow conditions). 

(including techniques, teams and air)OPERATIONS 

LOGISTICS ilncludingiIncluding equipment, supply and maintenance) 

COMMUNICATIONS 

FIELD EXPEDIENTS 

•STJMMASY 

I+2. Cold Weather Suitability of Equipment. Generally speaking, 

all types of snow remo valequapae nt wore satisfactory (See Appendix P). 

The Army 21§T 6:56 was by far the most satisfactory wheeled 
vehicle, either military or civilian. However, clutch wear was noted 
after continued operation in deep snow. The trucks operated quite sat
isfactorily in depths up to one foot of fresh snow. 

The I/14.T truck proved satisfactory except that it stalled in
 
about 9" of snow.
 

The only over-snow type of transportation employed was the
 
weasel. Its performance was over snow of any depth. The one
 
expressed objection was the difficulty in loading litters from the back.
 
Opinion was expressed that some provision should be made to load litters
 
from the side.
 

Arctic clothing was generally satisfactory where used properly 
although there were no periods of long continuous exposure of personnel 
without at least occasional protection of vehicle cabs or wind breaks. 
Therefore, it should be assumed that Operation "Snowbound" was not a 
conclusive test of such clothing. (See paragraph 53) 

il3-. Unusual Uses to Which Equipment Yfas Subjected. There was no
 
exceptionally unusual usage to "whiCn the equipment was subjected during
 
-this operation. Some minor variations will be no tod in the subsequent
 
sections of this report.
 

UU* New Techniques Developed. The technique developed of clearing
 
roads in a large area was based of necessity upon the direction of the
 
prevailing wind (See paragraph 75) to prevent redrifting,. Itwas also
 
found that wide cuts with sloping or streamlined banks through a drift
 
were much less likely to redrift than if left with vertical banks or just
 
opened to one lane width*
 

Us* Modification of Equipment for Cold Weather. Recommandations 
from the field included equipping all.ve nicies with winterization kits. 
These kits should include tow cables, detachable grousers or plates, en
gine warmers, spotlights and compasses. Snow tracks should be provided 
on the dozers to prevent undue stresses in the track tension bolts. Also 
the lights on the AC tractor series should be raised. $cc Engineer 
Appendix Q. 

146* Snow Depths vs Equipment. No depth of snow was too great for
 
any of the dozers employed on this operation; however beouase of the time
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element involved and from the viewpoint of economics the sizes smaller 
than a D~7 or equivalent were not effective. The smaller dozers, D*U 
and ED-?, we re convenient at times for those remote areas where the 
bridges would not pass a heavier machine. They could also be used to 
clean up around stockyards, haystacks and barns* The 2^ 6x6 truck 
with a plow attachment could handle new snow up to one foot, the motor 
grader with a plow up to two feet, and the D-8 with a plow could cut 
through drifts up to six feet in depth. Rotary equipment could handle 
greater depths but would start tunnelling if the snow was crusted. 

hi* Civilian Equipment Found Superior to Army Equipment. 

reporteda. The Tourna -Dozer with a plow was as the most ef
ficient machine by one area. This machine would clear as much as 70 
miles per day through occasional six foot drifts » The other area in 
which hard crusted snow was prevalent said the Tourna-Dozer was impo

tant since it would get stuck easily. The machine was excellent for 
clearing bituminous highways on which cleated tractors could not be used. 

b. The Bros snowplow with the adjustable cutterhead attach
ment was reported superior to all other types of rotaries since it could 
cut down high crusted surfaces of drifts to a point where it could be 
picked up by the rotary* 

I+B. Cross Country Vehicles-* The only vehicle employed for travel 
cross country or ovar unclsarecProads was the Army weasel, The perform
ance of this machine was excellent and invoked praise from all quarters. 

I+9* Elevated - Peotions, Road sections built above theRoud eleva
tion of the adj acelf(; TerFairr'r"3mained free from snow if the accumulative 
snowfall did not reach thc.t elevation or if there wore no obstructions 
that induced leeward drifts that fell across the road. Ordinarily these 
elevated roadways had substantial borrow areas as ditches which absorbed 
initial drifting from the fence lines. Any black top surface would ab
sorb any available sunshine and melt off any small accumulation if it 
were not too deep. Also the constc.nt wind in this area usually whipped 
the roadway clean. Again this was contingent upon the cumulative snow 
depth not reaching the elevation of the roadway. 

50 # Conditions Causing Greatest Drift Accumulations. The character
istic high winds of this section of the country caused drifting where any 
obstruction caused an eddy* Specifically, trees along a highway, uncut 
weeds along the shoulders of a highway, uncut weeds along a fence row ad
jacent to a highway as well as buildings, signboards, snow fences, etc., 
caused a drift to start. Once a drift commenced, it became itself an 
obstacle to the wind and caused turbulence and progressive drifting. It 
was found that even in flat terrain a minor cut through snow with vertical 
banks would quickly redrift unless the banks were cut down and streamlined. 
This subject is dealt with more fully in later paragraphs in this report. 

51« Lighting Systems, Generally speaking, the lighting systems on
 
snow removar^quipment wore satisfactory for working at night, except
 
that the lights on the A--C dozers were mounted so low that snow coming
 
over the blade broke the lights * It is suggested that these lights be
 
raised, also the equipment should definitely have back up lights, It
 
was suggested the dozers be equipped with spotlights with which to spot
 „guiding landmarks 

52 = Factors Which Hampered Operations. The factors which most 
hampered road cieaFaricTe^o?" rec.chlng'marooned individuals were, first, 
the numerous snowdrifts that had to be by-passed or laboriously breached. 
Secondly, many miles of roeds once opened were reclosed by almost con
tinuous winds. The winds would carry ice fragments which struck the 
operators lfaces with stinging effect further hampering effort s» Also 
of great importance was the leek. of information regarding comparative con
ditions in remote areas where no telephone corrmunioations existed;- Some 
sections were very sparsely settled and it was impossible to find out 
whether the inhabitants were in distress without actually seeing them. 
The local guides furnished were invaluable, but if the guide from the 
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next section was not waiting, the operators were often at a loss as to 
were ex-which course to take The light liaison plane and helicopter 

Appendix L for further informacellent for reconnaissance work. (See 
tion on helicopters*) 

53 • Extended Exposure of	 Personnel, 

exposure of personnel toa.	 There were no cases of extended 
of vehicle or improvised windcold weather without the protection cabs 

dozers. A Transportation Truck Company during a march fromscreens on 
continuously for 20 hours	 duringNebraska to North Dakota was en route 

which the temperature ranged from 5° above zero to 27° below zero. All 
personnel wore the overcoat, parka type, pile liner, and cap, field pile 
liner, wool 0«D« trousers, wool underwear and shoe pads* with proper 

socks and insoles. It was reported that all personnel were chilled and 
extremely uncomfortable but there were no casualties. Itwas observed 
that shoe pa#ftc. were not ideal for truck drivers because of their bulk. 
During this march, all personnel were on a per diem basis) therefore, no 
information is available as to food supply. Personnel had no physical 
activity except at halts. The state of health of the command at the ter
mination of the march was good# 

b» The relatively few face shields in the area were impractical 
because they accumulated frost so rapidly as to become useless. One 
contractor used a plastic laboratory face shield with considerable suc
cess. Itwould not frost or fog for it was held away from the face in 
the manner of a welder's shield and allowed circulation of the air« 

SU« Field Expedients. There were many field expedients and tech
niques developed in the course of this operation. These techniques and 
field expedients are detailed in OPERATIONS which follows. 

55 • Common Errors in Judgment. 

a* There were no outstanding common errors in judgment which 
led to casualties. However, there was one isolated case where the oper
ator of a dozer broke through the ice while crossing a frozen stream* 
The error in judgment here was that soundings had not been made across 
the stream in the path taken by the dozer. There were no casualties 
from this experience* 

b. The weather was markedly unpredictable. A wind of gale 
force frequently arose unexpectedly causing a ground blizzard making 
working conditions intolerable. Usually when this occurred operating 
personnel headed for cover since the falling temperatures and additional 
snow could have caused the personnel to lose their way and conceivably
become casualties. Good judgment had to bo exercised as to when to 
issue storm warnings. 

56. Equipment in Short Supply. The only articles reported as 
needed were two-way radio sets with which to control operations. Some 
areas stated that each group of dozers should have a sot but it is con
sidered sufficient if each equipment supervisor had a small set with 
which to report to the Sub-Area Office. 

51* New Uses for Equipment. The Tourna -Dozer with a V-plow was 
the only piece of equipment which proved of unsuspected value for snow 
removal, There were no vehicles with the exception of the	 weasel that 
could travel cross country* 

58. Future Operations of This Nature. The local Disaster Committees 
which sprung up to handle the situation could very well be made into a 
normal organization for all emergency, functions. These committees could
be integrated into any higher headquarters for administrative and opera
tional control. This subject is treated further in the section on 
CIVILIANREIATIQI^ (Paragraph? 62*6j1|.), 

59* Wind Controls. Snow fences in this area were built for thevolume of snow expected during a normal year. The snow during this seasonwas so heavy that the capacity of the snow fences was completely inadequate. 
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60. Air Relief vs Surface Relief. This is a controversial ques
tion that was not answered by this operation. Practically all supplies 
dropped by air were bales cf hay» Although it was usually dropped into 
the herds, some of it was wide of the nark and inaccessible to the cattle* 
Air relief definitely had the advantage of being faster but had the dis
advantage of being comparatively meager* Surface relief had the advan
tage of opening positive supply routes for movement of large quantities • 
M^ny sources stated surface relief was the only real answer. 

6l» Snow Removal From Rail Lines. Probably the greatest inadequacy
of snow removal equipment Tor railroad tracks was quantity* Like other 
individuals and concerns throughout the area, the railways were not pre
pared for such extensive and deep snow. Although their equipment is 
probably adequate for the average year, they were swamped by the snowfall 
of the past winter. Like the highways, the railways were plagued with 
redrifting after a line had been opened* There were three reported cases 
of drifts 25 to 30 feet deep and heavily crusted where railway rotary
snowplows were unable to cut through* In one case clamshells were used 
to reduce the depth; in another, two draglines were used; and in the 
third case, bulldozers were used ahead of the snowplow. On one branch 
line itwas reported that there was eight inches of ice above the rail 
in one cut. This ice was overlain by twenty-odd feet of snow interlaced 
with ice lenses. Bulldozers and blasting were resorted to to assist the 
rotary equipment to cut through. 

CIVILIANRELATIONS 

62. Contact With Civilian Authorities. 

a. It was found to be absolutely essential in this operation

that contact with civilian authorities or representatives be immediately

established and maintained at all levels of command. Civilian sources
 were able to furnish
 the best information as to conditions within the 
area and establish the facts on which priorities for operations were
based. The most effective civilian contact was found to be that obtainedthrough constant liaison with the Governor of each state involved and

through the medium of emergency or disaster committees in each county.
County disaster committees, formed,
where usually included representa
tives from officials charged with maintenance of state and county roads ' local Red Cross chapters, sheriffs office and/or state police in thearea, and the principal industries of the area. These county committeesmet with local commanders at least once a day to review the situation
and set up priorities for the
 next 2k hours of operation. The operationfunctioned more smoothly and efficiently where complaints or requestsfor service were made to the disaster committee rather than to the localArmy commander. Inquiries or requests received at higher headquarterswere referred to the local commander for consultation with the localdisaster committee and reply back to headquarters as to facts and action taken or recommended. Such procedure secured from local peonle

"n oTaltual^ v^ C
°nditions **circumstances™°'tcculdellllu."ueft f^s-sistnT"nt^^^£ loTl^-"? T^
sure by numerous individuals J^t.^ 

contact J^^^^^^^^ SSIS«. 

™n
6?" froper Channels. Time was frequently wasted by civilians not 

publicity as to its modus operand! will solve this problem* There «,« 
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6U* Civilian Disaster Organizations. There was no standard plan 
or organization set up in the states ror disaster relief work. On county 
level, some counties had disaster committees} in others, the County Com
missioners acted as the disaster committee* It is believed that a local 
disaster committee or other organization as described under paragraph 62 
above would simplify the Amyf s problem in an operation of this type. In 
those counties where such an organization existed, work of the Army was 
facilitated. Other sections of this report have indicated how these com
mittees work* The Red Cross has found that a committee, rather than an 
individual, is subject to less criticism and pressure in establishing 
priorities for relief work* A group of counties could then be organized 
into a district over which the state organization could represent the 
next level in the "chain of command". A civilian organization of this 
type would roughly parallel the organization of the Array and the Red 
Cross and would allow coordination and liaison at each level. 

INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE 

65*	 Intelligence* 

a. The large snowbound area through which surface passage was 
difficult and in which telephone and telegraph communication was limited, 
presented a formidable problem in the matter of assembling information ac 
to conditions within the area. This problem was met through procedures
generally conforming to those utilized to secure information of the enemy
during combat* Information once obtained was assembled, evaluated, re
corded and disseminated. 

b. Means for obtaining information on conditions within the 
snowbound area included the following: 

(1)	 Telephone conversations with key residents of towns 
and localities affected. Such individuals included 
local bankers, postmasters, newspaper editors, and 
highway officials. Itwas found that the best in
formed individuals were local pilots who had been 
engaged for some weeks in flying food, fuel, and 
medical supplies to isolated families. 

(2) Aerial reconnaissance by light ski-equipped planes,
during which frequent landings are made	 at isolated
communities, farms, and ranches for the purpose of
contacting local inhabitants. Helicopters were alsoused	 for this purpose. 

(3)	 Contact with local Red Cross chapters. 

(U) Aerial photographic reconnaissance of c riticaj points. 

(5) Ground reconnaissance by weasel, snow shoe, and ski. 

(6) Dropping messages and reply by visual signals in
isolated farms where landing was not feasible. 

(7)	 Although the following means were not required durinethe operation, it is believed that they	 contain possi
bilities that could be employed: The landing by para
chute or glider of reconnaissance teams in isolated areas together with radio equipment. Where conditionsjustify, ski-equipped gliders could be used	 to landweasels, heavy radio equipment, supplies, and personnel. 
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67. Snowdrifts. 

a. It was observed that snowdrifts occurred anyplace where a 

projection in the earth surface caused an eddy from the wind. In some 

cases a very small obstacle would start a drift which would grow to a 
original obstacle; insize all out of proportion to the size of the 

other words, the snowdrift itself became an obstacle which in turn caused 

more drifting \u2666 Itwas also observed that roads which were lined with 
susceptibletrees, shrubs, fences, or other structures were also more to 

drifting* 

b. The greatest single factor causing drifts on roads was the
 
outs along the highway. Practically without exception all cuts filled
 
almost to the top of the cut* The next greatest cause of drifting on
 
the highway was high weeds, brush or trees along the windward side of
 
the road. One particular grove of trees about 8 to 10 feet high pro
duced a drift on the leeward side about 6 feet deep extending about one 
hundred feet from the edge of the grove. The grove was about 75 feet 
wide and produced a drift of the same width. A similar drift was caused 
by a small clump of brush 15 feet in diameter, about 8 feet high that 
was growing just off the highway grcde. This clump produced a drift the 
width of the clump of bushes about five feet deep which extended com
pletely across the highway. Itwas also observed that weeds in fence 
rows produce drifts which extended completely across the highway. These 
particular drifts occurred in flat stretches as well as along the top of 
the cuts, and although they were not as deep as those produced by cuts 
or by clumps of trees or bushes, nevertheless the drifts thus produced 
were too deep for vehicles to break through without assistance. Observa
tions of drifts along one highway indicated that any vertical or near 
vertical bank normal to the prevailing winds willproduce a drift which 
will fillto the top of the bank. It was further noted that rather steep 
hills in the vicinity of the highway, the slope of which was also normal 
to the prevailing winds, produced little or no drifts when contours were 
regular with no abrupt changes in slope; leading to the conclusion that 
drifting might be appreciably reduced by grading back slopes on cuts to 
a streamlined contour. 

68. Snow Conditions, Snow conditions varied considerably through
out the area. In some cases it was observed that drifts had crusted due
 
to light thaws and wind compaction to the point where D-8 and TD-lU dozers
 
could stay on top without breaking through. One area reported that a
 
TD-lU was on top. of a drift when the operator jumped off the machine into
 
the snow. The man's weight broke through the snow up to his hips. How
ever, the tractor remained on top of the snow. This indicates the law-

ground pressure of this particular machine and the strength of the snow
 
crust. Itwas also observed that in areas where there had been no thaw
ing, snow which had been once worked was much more difficult to doze than 
new snow. This condition probably resulted from thawing and reorystalliza
tion of the snow particles upon compression. 

69• Drifting Snow. Contrary to general belief, a light thaw 
crusting the snow 'to a depth of two or three inches willnot prevent
drifting. The high winds of 35*1+0 miles per hour, and at times up to 
70 miles per hour, will flake off a crust at one point which shatters 
upon impact with the ground commencing a pulverizing action. The break 
in the crust also starts an eroding point which spreads until within a 
few hours, or even minutes, a "ground blizzard" of surface blown snow has 
developed* This pulverizing effect is progressive and soon the crust is 
again reduced to fine ice. 

Snow,70* Granular A granular type of snow, or sleet, was encountered 
in Wyoming near Rawiins where even tracked vehicles were unable to move. 
The particles reacted to pressure like a pile of marbles. Since there was 
no packing or interlocking of particles, the tracks and wheels simply
bogged down. This situation was fortunately not extensive. 

71« Artificial Cuts. It was found that in dozing through level 
snow, the windrows formed on either side of the road in effect formed 
another cut. Unless care was taken to slope back the walls theseof
windrows, the sharp vertical banks caused drifting in even the slightest 
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wind. Experience has shown that in clearing important roads, care must 
be token to clear a full twenty feet of road surface, then slope back 
the windrows thus formed to about a slope of one on three. With a pro
file of this kind, a crosswind tends to scoop out rather than drift in. 
On the other hand, when the banks were left vertical, the road drifted 
closed. This procedure was of a more deliberate nature than many of the 
emergency type road clearing jobs that were done* photographs included 
in Appendix CC show the right way and the wrong way. 

72# Obstacles in Snow. One Area Engineer commented upon some of 
the hazards in operating a dozer in snow-covered ground. He quoted as 
follows: (Beware of) "Concealed projections in frozen ground or other 
solid objects in deep snow. Impact of a dozer running into such projec
tions unexpectedly is believed to have been a factor in breaking dozer 
arms. Ears used for connecting the arms to the yoke are most vulnerable 
and the possibility of their breaking is even more likely when either' 
the holes or the pins are permitted to wear excessively." He further 
comments that concealed projections in frozen ground may form drifts and 
conceal Mblow-outs" or other depressions into which a tractor may fall 
with possible danger to both operator and equipment. The only solution 
found was reconnaissance on foot and alertness on the part of the oper
ator* 

73 • Road Profiles. Road profiles appear to have been of consider
able importance in determining depth and length of drifts along estab
lished roads through relatively flat areas.
 

a. Where the surface of the road was at an elevation above 
that of the adjacent fields and subject to wind erosion the surface was 
usually covered with little or no snow. In areas where the elevation of 
the road surface was below that of adjacent fields (estimated range of 
six inches to eighteen inches), the snow tended to fillthe surface voids 
with resulting drifts from one and one -half to three feet deep and of 
varying lengths up to several hundred yards* In such areas, the fields 
on either side may have had six inches or less of snow. For this reason, 
clearance of existing roads was frequently avoided, and instead, the old 
road was paralleled with a new one through the field. Much time was saved
by such action in the initial stages of work, although frequently, as 
more equipment became available, these by-passed roads were later opened. 

b. Deeper cuts invariably drifted closed except in some cases 
where the direction of the wind was parallel to the axis of the cut.
Furthermore, the cross sectional profile of a cut appears to determine
the degree of drifting in those cuts on a well-developed road. Where
the banks were well sloped back, there was less likelihood of redrifting.Indeed, the d egree of redrifting appeared to have some relationship to
the vertical angle of the banks of the cut. The steeper the banks, the more serious the drifting. (See also "Drifting Snow" above.) 

lk* Terrain. Reports from the field incertain sections of western
Nebraska indicated terrain conditions similar to those existing during
desert operations. Landmarks were non-existent,
 and some reads indicated on highway maps did not exist. Even where trails did exist, the capacity
of the bridges was such that heavy equipment would frequently have to detour to the head of the stream bed rather than try to cross the bridge ornegotiate steep banks. Under such circumstances it was easy to get lost ' particularly during operations at night. Local inhabitants, frequently
mounted on horseback, were particularly useful as guides where the depth
of anowwas not prohibitive, m these wide open spaces of few buildings
and roads, each dozer should be equipped compasswith a for the operator's
guidance since more than once they ended up going at right angles tothear proposed route and in one instance even 180°, A spotlight at nie;ht
would be valuable to pick out landmarks such as gate posts, bridges, andfarm buildings to keep the operator oriented. 

» 
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OPERATIONS 

Typical Plan.7i?» 

Fig* 1 

The general plan for clearing secondary roads in a new county or 
area was to first clear the roads which run parallel to the direction of 
the prevailing wind. Experience showed that these roads remained fairly 
free from drifting once they were cleared (Roads A, B, C & D in Fig. 1)» 
The amount of equipment the t can "be employed is limited until some roads 
are opened giving access into the area. Once some of the north-south 
roads are opened, each intersection allows working space for two addi
tional dozers on each of the laterals, VI, X, V and Z inboth directions 
at each intersection. The north-south roads were then available for 
service and maintenance vehicles and provided a withdrawal route for 
personnel and equipment in case of new snow or drifting. 

Local inhabitants occasionally complained when a dozer working on a 
north-south road, as B, bypassed the side road V without giving the 
people at P access to a cleared road. These people were placated as 
much as possible in the interest of expediting the job as a whole and 
they \7ere assured that other equipment would free them as soon as pos
sible. 

76. Route Marking* Flags or route -marking signs were used at
 
cross roads to direct servicing vehicles to snow moving equipment,
 
night "a spotlight mounted on a dozer and pointed up assisted servicing 
crew to locate working equipment. 

77 f Civilian Traffic Control. Control of civilian traffic on 
through highways which were blocked at intervals by drifting was essen
tial, frequently, tourists would follow snow removal equipment until a 
drift had been cut through, then dash ahead' on the open road only to bog 
down in the next drift, This only delayed snow removal operations for 
the tourist vehicle would have to be extricated from the drift before 
work could continue. Travelers were cautioned by broadcasting stations, 
newspapers and other means to stay off the highways when danger through 
drifting was imminent. (See Annex Ito "Blizzard Plan*1, Appendix G.) 
Cooperation of the state highway patrols was requested to perform traffic 
control. 
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Dozer-Rotary Team* Repeated clearing of snowdrift cuts, both78« 
railway and highway, resulted in very high banks, so high, in fact, that 

snow (approximatelyrotary plows v/ere sometimes unable to throw out the 

25 feet). Ground equipment was used in some cases to supplement rail 
equipment for this purpose and dozers v/ere teamed with highway rotaries 

afor roads. Dozers were used to work the banks down to size where the 
rotary could operate, cutting down the vertical banks and pushing the 
snow into the rotary which would then throw it to the leeward side. 

79. Dozer-Grader Team. The technique described below was followed 
generally throughout ail areas in the employment of dozers and graders: 

Teams of equipment v/ere organized, consisting of one or more bull** 
dozers and a motor grader* The dozers cleared the bulk of the snow from 
the roadway, leaving a few inches of snow or ice above the surface. The 
motor grader then followed to smooth out the surface and cut to grade. 
Since the dozer operators paid no heed to grade, less experienced opera

tors could be employed and the work expedited. The grader finished off 
the job promptly in the wake of the dozers. 

80 \u2666 Dozer Team. Reports from the field concluded that where the 
snow was more than two feet deep, it was necessary at all times to use 
two dozers working together for the following reasons : 

a. If the drift was hard, the first dozer could break up the
 
snow and the second followed to clean up.
 

b. If the snow was light enough to permit, two dozers could
 
work in echelon, the first one set with the blade to tho right and the
 
second to the left, making the initial path at one passing.
 

c. The second dozer assisted the first in case of breakdown
 
or other mishap. Frequently under icy conditions, a dozer slid off the
 
road and got stuck. The second dozer pulled it out. Reports were re
ceived that even slopes of 1 percent on ice caused a dozer to slip
 
sideways. 

81. Hydraulic Equipment. In one respect hydraulic equipment was 
to be desired over cable operated dozers: In case the dozer became stuck 
without another dozer nearby, the operator could place a plank under the 
blade, press down with it thus raising the front of his cat. He could 
then block up under the tracks usually effecting tho dozer's release. 

82. Comparison of Equipment. A report from North Dakota submitted 
the following tabulation oi" the capabilities of the various types of
 
equipment used:
 

Type of Equipment Depth LimitSnow Mobility-

Four -ton truck with plow 2 feet High
Seven-ton truck with plow 2*3 feet High' 
Dozers, above 85 H.P. . 3-6 feet Low-
Rotary Snowplow 6 feet Medium 
Tournadozer, Model c U feet High 

83* Dozer Blade Side Plates » in some areas the side plates on 
dozer blaaes were removed to racilite.te pushing snow. Tho removal of 
these side plates aided in keeping the dozer blade clean. 

BU. Railway Snow Removal. The Army was not engaged in operating 
any railway snow removal equipment. The equipment of the railways was 
probably adequate for the snows of the average year. The extent of the
blizzard area in191+9 was much greater than has been experienced in the 
western plains states for many years. Except in very unusual circumstances, railway snow removal equipment had no difficulty in clearing a
line, but with the recurring blizzards the lines frequently drifted closed
behind the snowplow, Furthermore, many branch lines had also been blocked
and the railways did net have sufficient equipment to work on all linessimultaneously. An interesting example was the Albion branch line of the 
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Northwestern. Railway in northeastern Nebraska* This lino was closed 
andfor almost two months due to extremely heavy drifting in many cuts 

— alternate thawing and freezing which layered many of the cuts with sev
was eight incheseral feet of ice* In fact, it was reported that there 

of solid ice over the rails in some places* The railway used three 

types of equipment on this branch line bulldozers working ahead of 
the snowplows, V-type plows and rotaries* From the reported number of 
breakdowns of V-plows and rotaries on this branch line, it seemed that 
this type of equipment is not particularly satisfactory for breaking 
through ice. Blasting was reported to have been tried with limited suc
cess. The above-mentioned Albion line was finally opened about 22 
February by an extraordinary effort combining the railroad* s "Jordan 
ditcher" with ice cutter attachments and hand labor with picks. 

85* Dragline for Snow Removal* A railway rotary snowplow was 
clearing a drift in western Nebraska when the drift became so deep the 
plow began tunneling* The estimated depth was about 30 feet. Since the 
plow was unable to coper with the drift, the railroad employed two 1-1/2
yard draglines and started one from each end. The draglines stood on 
the bank and cast well away from the cut. The line was reopened by this 
means. Clamshells mounted on flat cars were used on another railway line 
for the same purpose. Both methods were too slow and were used only as 
a last resort. 

86* Convoys. Roads and trails once opened refilled within a matter 
of minutes under conditions of blowing snow. One meuns of effecting 
relief for human suffering and isolated livestock under such conditions 
was the organization and dispatch of self contained convoys* Such con
voys were made up of bulldozers, snowplows, fuel trucks, wreckers, trac
tors, and cargc'carrying vehicles, which were able to fight their way 
over distances up to fiftymiles. Reconnaissance vehicles, such as 
weasels, operating ahead of the convoy were valuable in avoiding bad 
snowdrifts and deep cuts and permitted advantage to be taken of all op
portunities to travel over bare ridges and off the established road. 

87• "Water Crossing on Ice. While crossing a river on ice presumed 
to be ten inches thick, a D-ti tractor broke through the ice and went 
into the river* The operator, a local man, was faniliar with the river 
in this area and had previously crossed the river at this point. In
vestigation revealed that the channel had changed under the ice and the 
operator had sounded over what was then the shallow portion of the ford, 
believing it to be the deep section* Soundings were not made over what 
later proved to be the deepest portion of the stream. A blanket of 
snow over this section of the ice had prevented freezing to the depth
determined over the more shallow section, and this thin ice gave away 
under the weight of the tractor. The moral to this, of course, is to 
sound all ice in the path of the vehicle before crossing with a heavy 
load. 

88* Ski*Equipped Light Aircraft. The following comments by one 
Sub-Area were not concur rea in by any other Sub-Area, It is believed 
that the reason for this report is that the area in which the Sub-Area 
operated contained a large number of bald sandhills. The high wind 
blew clear the tops of these hills almost invariably and for this reason, 
there were a number of open places in which a light plane could land. 
Other areas not having this fortunate circumstance were well pleased
with the performance of ski-equipped aircraft which actually were the 
only ones that could operate. 

"Pilots of light aircraft preferred conventional landing gear to 
skis for the following reasons : 

a. Snow conditions are unknown at the point of landing and with 
skis the distance required for landing is indeterminate. 

b» Skis deprive the pilot of all braking power and decrease the 
pilot*s control of the airplane. 

c. In open country, such as this, some relatively snow-free wind 
blown areas are usually available, making a convenient landing possible." 
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89. Use of Helicopters. Helicopters from Tenth Air Force and from 

Air Training Command, were dispatched to Wyoming to assist in the critical 
to the high winds that; wereareas of Rawlins, Douglas, and Casper. Due
 

prevalent within those areas, itwas impossible to use them.
 

Starting.90. Cold Weather 

a. Most contractors preferred that their equipment work a 214
hour day rather than two 10-hour shifts or any other such schedule that 

provided for even a brief shutdown. This was due to increased wear on 

parts incurred by starting a cold engine and the usual cold weather dif

ficulty of starting the engine after it had cooled. This latter item 
was generally reported from all Sub-Areas. 

b.	 It is commonly known that one of the by-products of combus
cylinders after thetion is water vapor, some of which remains in the 

equipment is shut down. This vapor is deposited as frost on the cylinder 
surfaces as they cool. Since the diesel engine relies on heat generated 
by high compression to heat the oil to tho flash point, several cycles 

are required to melt this frost and drive it from the cylinders and then 
kindle the fuel. Ordinarily this would soon wear down the batteries on 
a battery started tractor* Preheating the motor would obviate this dif
ficulty. In the case of a trcctor started by a gasoline starting motor, 
the presence of frost may be such as to	 prevent proper carburation in 
that the gasoline might not vaporize to	 the extent necessary to ignite 
properly and the first slow burning might cause flooding of the cylinders. 
This difficulty, too, would be removed by preheating the starter motor. 

c. To aid in starting the tractors, seme contractors used ether 
which generally proved satisfactory. Various oil companies manufacture 
a starting aid which contains a highly volatile hydrocarbon for this 
specific purpose. Since this did not appear to be generally available, 
alcohol and even medicinal ether was reported used. 

91. Mechanical Limitations • 

a* Condensation of moisture within the electrical components 
of the equipment after shutdown made starting again very difficult. These 
points include magnetos, distributors and even spark plug wires* The 
moisture formed a deposit of frost which often effectively grounded the 
circuits* Field remedies were reported	 as shellacking ignition wires 
with common clear fingernail polish, taping all openings in other elec
trical components, or preheating them to vaporize the moisture. Clean
ing the distributor with a little alcohol and drying with a jet of air 
also worked in certain cases. 

b. Moisture also became a problem in the form of condensate 
in the fuel tanks. Several incidents were reported in which tractors 
were impossible to start because of frozen plugs in the fuel lines. This 
was especially true when the tank had been left nearly empty. A blow
torch was used in one instance to free the line. Other foundcontractors 
that addition of alcohol to their fuel tanks with the diesel fuel would 
keep the moisture in suspension. 

LOGISTICS 

92. Secure Base of Supply, In the snowbound area there was the 
continued threat or equipment and men being cut off from a secure base 
of supplies and thus slow up the operation. A sudden high wind or a new 
snowfall would fillin the drifts which had been cut through. This hap
pened inmany instances and a snowplow or a dozer without fuel became a 
liability. This threat was met in several ways: 

a. From the over-all point of view, Operation "Snowbound" pre
pared for the possibility of another blizzard. See copy of orders attached
Appendix at G. 

b. A pool of additional equipment was located outside the area 
for immediate dispatch should the situation require it. Furthermore, addi
tional railway snow removal equipment was also located outside the area 
for emergency use if required. 
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of vitally needed suppliesc. Expediting railway deliveries 
into towns, once the roads or railways were open* A prompt buildup of 
fuel supplies was imperative. 

d« contractor who was operating a number of dozers solvedOne 
the problem in his own way. He made up a train consisting of a snowplow, 

engine, flat c&rs, diner, sleeping cars, and box cars. He would then 
have this train sent in near his area of operation and use the train as 
his base, operating therefrom. His firm base was mobile and his snow
plow could get him out if conditions did not become very bad. 

93. Sleds. Locally improvised sleds of the bobsled type three or 
four feet wide by five to eight feet long were made for hauling addi
tional supplies behind weasels on rescue missions. The carrying space 
in a weasel is limited and the use of sleds doubled or tripled their 
capacity* It is believed that this expedient should be employed only 
on fairly smooth and level terrain as the carrying or hauling of exces
sive loads on rough or mountainous terrain inposes a great load on the 
lightly constructed tracks of the weasel. It was suggested that maximum 
loads should be one thousand pounds on the weasel and up to one thousand 
pounds on the sleds for good operating conditions. These figures, of 
course, are dependent upon the terrain conditions in the area. 

9h» Dozer Size* Generally speaking, all areas reported that dozers 
smaller than the D~7 were impracticable for the snow-removal operation. 
One area reported, however, that the low capacity of bridges in the rural 
area made desirable a few lightweight smaller type bulldozers. Since 
this was a rather unusual circumstance, their application was limited. 

95 • Tractor Performance, As previously observed the TD-lU per
formed admirably due principally to its wide treads which enabled it to 
stay on top of drifts which had become firm where heavier equipment broke 
through and had to be dug out. The light tractors DD-6, D-6, HD-7 °-t 
times had difficulty with heavy wet snow, deep drifts, and heavy crust 
and ice, but no conditions were encountered which were impossible with 
the light equipment although such heavy work could be accomplished more 
rapidly and with less difficulty with the mediums and heavy tractors. 

96. The Tourna-Dozer, There were very few of these inachines in 
the operation but local commanders who had them were very enthusiastic 
in their endorsement. An area in South pakota where the snow was com
paratively light but with frequent heavy drifts up to six feet reported 
that this machine with a V*plow would travel as much as 70 miles per day 
through both heavy and light going. Its superior speed and power would 
carry ithalfway through a large drift before itwas stopped. Itwas 
then backed up to try again. Its limitations were the high point bear
ing pressure which in this application made itroadbound. Its weight 
was too great for any but the larger bridges. 

97* D-8« Snows ranging up to six feet were very efficiently cleared 
using a D-0 with a V-type plow, which, with the addition of wings, cleared 
a path from 15 to a maximum of 30 feet in width. A D-8 may also be ef
ficiently employed with a straight dozer because it can maintain suffi
cient speed to throw the snow to the side while a smaller tractor can 
usually not maintain the speed and snow tends to fall in behind the blade. 

98» V~7» The D-7 with blade, both angle and straight, has proved 
to be quite efficient in depths of three feet or less. Motor patrols with 
V-type plow attachment do a very good job of efficient clearing in depths 
not to exceed three feet while a patrol with normal blade is excellent 
for the clean-up of previously cleared areas. 

99* HD-7 Dozer. 

a» The field reported considerable mechanical difficulty with 
HD-7 dozers. One area reported as follows: A deadline ratio of about 
twenty-five percent on a total of twenty-three HD-7 employed, of these 
twenty-three, seventeen were Army equipment from the Granite City Engineer
Depot, all either new or reconditioned. The remainder of the HD-7s were 
contractor equipment « 
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100, V-Plows* Generally speaking, wheeled vehicles with V-type 
snowplow, when operating in old or crusted snow were not effective. 
However, this type of equipment is satisfactory in removing new or 
freshly drifted snow in limited depth* See also paragraph 82* 

some of the101* Angle of Dozer Blade* It has been observed that 
tractors plowing snow on minor roads, trails, or entrances to ranches 
requiring only a narrow lane have used the angle dozer in a straight 
position commonly known as a bulldozer position* The reason for not 
turning the angle dozer into its angle position was because of the dif
ficulty in switching from one side or one position to the other. The 
operator had to leave the tractor, remove certain bolts, and with sledge 
hammers and bars drive out certain pins in order to shift the blade. 
It was then found th&t the blade was usually frozen in one position, and 
it took from one-half to two hours to switch the blade from side to side 
or from left to right* Rather than do this every few hundred yards, as 
it generally occurred on a county road where the bank is first on the 
left side of the road, then on the right side of the road, the operator 
left the angle blade in a bulldozer position* It was suggested that con
sideration be given to make the changing of position of the angle dozer 
more readily accessible to the operator without leaving the operator* s 
seat* 

102* D-7 Lighting Switch* The lighting generator on aoiae D -7 tractors 
is a self-'energizea generator having a switch which must be turned to a 
starter position and then re-switched to the light position* Many oper
ators are not familiar with this two-way switching position* It is rec
ommended that instructions be printed conveniently on the side of the 
tractor hood or on the generator which willbe readily seen by the oper
ator so that he willknow which way to turn the switch* As an alternative, 
it is suggested that there be some mechanical device built into the 
generator which would automatically switch the control from its starting 
position to the light or power output position* 

103 • Rotary Snowplows* Field reports indicated that the Adams 
Grader mounting a rotary was superior to the Oshkosh truck mounting a 
rotary plow to the extent that itcould cut through fresh snowdrifts of 
!|6M or more much quicker* However, this piece of equipment failed when 
it encountered layers of ice intermixed with the snow. Itwas recommended 
that all rotaries be equipped With heavier cutting blades, shafts and 
mounts, and the front frame be madte of beamier material* 

10U» Concave Dozer Blades*, it was found that dozers with concave 
blades can push two to three times as much snow^ due to the fact that 
the snow willrun over in a forward motion, thereby keeping the blade 
scored clean* A straight blade accumulated snow on the surface and pre
vented the rolling forward motion arid soon overflowed the top of the 
blade • 

105. Truck 2k ton 6 x6. 

a* Clutch failure was reported on several Army 6x6 trucks 
being driven through narrow passes in deep drifts, The extra width of 
the rear wheels produced enough resistance in plowing wider tracks to 
develop clutch wear, which was very pronounoed* 

b» In temperatures down to 27° below zero, it was suggested 
by a Transportation Truck Company that some means be provided for heat* 
ing the cabs* 

The 2-1/2 ton 6x6 truck is a unit to which considerable 
thought might be given for future operations by providing plow attach
ments, either V-shaped or wing-type, as they have proved to be fast and 
efficient up to a depth of one foot of en#w.* 

106» Synthetic Tire Tufre^ * Operations indicate that synthetic
tubes, with wnicn civiaiajigfc*^ vehicles were equipped, willnot stand 
up under zero and jsub«ero temperatures coupled with extreme or even 
moderate %r&?je*ip It appear.* that £he neoprene tubes manufactured by 
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Firestone Rubber Company became brittle and lost their flexibility with 
the cold* Yifhen the vehicle was operated the air in the tubes expanded, 
opening cracks causing leaking and then when the vehicle stopped, the 
air cooled and the tire became flat. One Ford dealer in North Dakota 
stated he had replaced 50*000 tubes* 

Air Transport* Civilians frequently do not realize the limi107« 
tations of air transportation of supplies. In one case the operation 
was requested to fly in immediately ten thousand tons of hay to a cer
tain area # Investigation disclosed that railway lines were open and 
shipments could be made through normal transportation channels. The 
railways willingly gave priority to this cargo and trucks were available 
to distribute the hay* The policy was thus established to use airlift 
in emergency situations only* 

108* Air Dropping of Supplies* Air drop was used only for trans
porting hay to cattle. Because of the tonnages and bulk involved, it 
was impossible to deliver hay by means of weasels* Therefore, there was 
no comparison between air drop and surface relief by the Army* During 
this operation, air transport of individuals such as doctors, or very 
light supplies such as small quantities of human food and medicines were 
delivered by landing light liaison type aircraft at isolated homes to a 
great advantage 

109* Arctic Clothing* The comments from the field concerning the 
G«l* arctic clothing was varied from offering complete comfort to instances 
of frostbite and extreme discomfort* The principal exception taken was 
with the shoe paca» However, it was generally concurred in that the 
arctic clothing was adequate when properly used* 

a. Despite sustained operations in subzero temperatures, one 
Sub-Area in South Dakota found that operators of weasels did not require 
a full complement of arctic equipment during the time that they were 
operating the weasels* However, in case of breakdown the arctic clothing 
should be in the vehicle* Furthermore, this Sub-Area recommended that 
snow shows be added to the items of equipment so that men could walk to 
shelter in the event of equipment breakdown. This Sub-Area further rec
ommended from their experience that the men should have at least twelve 
pair of socks and two extra sets of felt soles for the shoe pc*.cs<- They 
found that it was advisable to change socks twice per day and two pair 
of socks were worn at a time* 

b* In another case, military personnel clothed in parkas, 
shoe pacs, lined packs, shell insert gloves, wool underwear and heavy 
socks were exposed to a temperature of -10° for one continuous twenty-
four hour period* These personnel were operating an Army 6x6 truck 
which was used as a fuel truck and were caught cut when drifting snow 
closed the road* No unusual after effects vrere observed from being ex
posed to the cold and without food for this length of time* However, 
all vehicles wore equipped with kerosene lanterns which were lighted to 
provide heat for the occupants of the cab, and the back curtains were 
lashed closed to provide shelter for personnel in the rear of the truck* 

c% A Transportation Truck Company reported that the longest 
period of continuous exposure for the whole company was twenty hours 
during which the temperature ranged from 5° above zero to 27° below zero* 
Allpersonnel wore the overcoat, parka type, pile liner and ccatp t field,' 
pile liner, wool O%D* trousers, wool underwear and shoe pacs with the 
proper socks and insoles* The company was in convoy moving from Nebraska 
to North Dakota. They reported that all personnel were chilled and ex
tremely uncomfortable but there were no casualties* This company further 
reported as follows; The foot gear is not practical for truck drivers 
because they are bulky and tend to make the feet perspire. On dismount
ing for maintenance, the feet get cold and do not warm up again until 
the shoe pacs are removed. The company commander further reported that 
the shoe pacs were worn correctly with ski socks, wool socks and. insoles, 
but for long periods of exposure they are uncomfortable* 
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d. Another Sub-Area reported a maximum exposure time of 
twenty hours during blizzard conditions with temperatures from -16° to 

/ 11°. The men were clothed in wool O.D. shoe pace, two pairs of socks, 
parka jacket, leather gloves with inserts. The mission was relief. 

These men were operating a weasel with no special protection. Food was 
supplied by ranchers* The report states legs were cold to a state of 
numbness but not frozen. There were no illeffects other than fatigue,. 

c* The 377th Transportation Truck Company reported from 
that the prolonged cold made driving very uncomfortableNorth Dakota 

due to the inadequate foot gear and issue trousers* Itwas suggested 
that a loose cotton, field O.D, trouser with pile lining be developed 
for vehicle drivers for zero and subzero temperatures* There could be 
several sets of trousers issued for the one liner* 

110# Sheep-Lined Boots* Some military personnel were issued sheep
skin-lined flight boots* there was only one case of an individual wear
ing these boots to have frostbite, and investigation disclosed that the 
individual was wearing tight-fitting dress shoes inside the flight boots. 
The frostbite was quite severe and incapacitated the man for the re
mainder of the mission* 

111. Colored Goggles* It was suggested that personnel be required 
to wear colored snow glasses in future operations of this type. (The QM 
has this 
necessary 

item of equipment and limited issue 
during days of sunshine to prevent 

was made.) The 
snowblindness,of 

goggles were 
which a few 

instances were reported. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

112* Communications* Two-way radio communications were utilized 
in some cases for the exchange of information and the direction of oper
ations* Reconnaissance vehicles and planes able to report to and receive 
instructions from appropriate headquarters by radio were found useful. 
Two-way radio between Sub-Area headquarters and operating groups would 
have been a convenience but was not found to be essential* 

113» Visual Signals • Improvised visual signals laid out on the 
snow are difficult to detect unless the observer is directly overhead* 
One solution employed during this operation was to ask the people to burn 
an old automobile tire to attract attention* The old tires, which burn 
slowly, make considerable smoke and contrast well with the white snow 
background. Early in the operation when many families had been cut off 
from the outside world for months, itwas found necessary to adopt some 
system of air-ground visual signals so farmers without phones could make 
their needs known. At first the air-ground liaison code was proposed 
but considered too complicated for the average farmer to understand and 
also the farmer naturally did not have the standard panels. A simplified 
code was devised (See Appendix G») and a copy dropped at each isolated 
farm and ranch. It was tied to a long red streamer so it could easily 
be located. 

FIELD EXPEDIENTS 

lli+* Anti^cutting Device, one contractor with an inexperienced 
operator on a dozer was having trouble with the dozer blade biting into 
the sandy soil which contained no moisture and was therefore not frozen 
solid under the snow. Itwas observed that areas free from snow started 
soil erosion from the wind. A hilltop would be blown free of snow and 
downwind the snow was stained brown from windblown soil from the hilltop. 
He solved this problem by splitting a 2-inch pipe lengthwise and slipping
it over the cutting edge of the blade of the dozer, then holding it in 
place by tack welding• This field expedient proved satisfactory. The 
blade would then ride QV&r the uneven ground without digging into the 
soil, and yet itwould stay under the snow. H© reported that one piece 
of pipe so attached would last about one hundred before replacementhours 
was required. Other reports indicated that a similar attachment allowed 
faster operation, provided no ice was encountered* This gadget allowed 
the operator to use third gear* 
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IX5* Blagtingp Thawing and freezing made very hard drifts • In 
places, dyn&'fliite'w&B resorted to. The results of this blasting may be 
seen in photographs in Append^* QCt 

116# Track Roller Lubrication* The use of heavy engine oil (SAE
50) for lubrication^ of tragic rjbli^rs. was recommended as more satisfactory 
than grease when temperatures are at zero and below* It was further rec
ommended that this lubrication should be applied more frequentXy than if 
grease is used. 

117 • Gear Case Lubricants « Qne contractor reported successful use 
of SAE-90 lubricant diluted with 10$ diese). fuel (volumetric) in final 
drive of D*7 dozer in temperature of -100 Ft Lightweight lubricants were 
not available at the time. 

118 • Snow Fence s» In places where the prevailing winds were across 
a highway cvi, it was found that "snow fences" dozed up out of snow on 
the windward side of the put protected against further drifting, until 
the Ice caused by the "fence" was filled up* Then the some procedure 
would be repeated* These "fences" were built up to a height of three to 
five feet* The effect was similar to the conventional snow fence com
monly employed by the highway departments* 
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APPENDIX A
 
HISTORY 

Fifth Army Disaster Oporation 

"SNOWBOUND" 

HEADQUAHTURS FIFTH AIU!Y 
Office of the Commanding General 

1660 E. Hyde Park ittvd 
Chicago 15, Illinois 

29 January 1949 

SUBJECT:	 Fifth Army Disaster Force "Snowbound" 

TO:	 Major General Lewis A. Pick 
Division Engineer, Missouri River Division 
206 South 19th Street 
Omaha 2, Nebraska 

1. References: 

a. AR 500-60. 

b. Department of the Army TVi/X, 29 January, inclosed. 

c. Fifth Army Disaster Plan, 1948, 

2. Effective upon receipt hereof you are designated commander, Fifth 
Army Disaster Force "Snowbound" in accordance with paragraph 2a (l) AR 500
60. 

3« Subject to the provisions of references 1 a and b above, and sub
sequent directives from this Headquarters you will direct all appropriate 
activities within the Fifth Army Area to provide relief for snowbound fami
lies and livestock. 

4. Fifth Army Disaster Plan will serve as a guide in the accomplish
ment of the mission. 

5. Your present staff willbe supplemented by this headquarters to 
meet your requirements as communicated by you, and to provide necessary 
liaison as required by this headquarters. Initial movement of troops and 
individuals to your command including those individuals already partici
pating in the operation willbe nade by this headquarters. 

6. Executives, State Military Districts, in their present locations, 
are at your disposal for liaison with State agents of the Federal Works Ad
ministration and with State Governors* 

7. Necessary equipment, personnel and services not under your direct 
control willbe requested to this headquarters. 

8. Necessary journal of daily operations willbe maintained upon 
wMch to base periodic reports and final history of operations. 
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Ltr to IlaJ Gen Lewis A. Pick, Div En^r, Mo. Paver Div, Omaha 2, TJebr., 
subj., Fifth Army Disaster Force "Snowbound", dtd 29 Jan 49. 

9. Careful and accurate accounting of all funds expended willbe 
made	 and reported to the Army Comptroller in accordance with provisions 

500-60,of AR 

COIT^ID OF LIEUT"TJA!J? GEUSRAL OIIAMB3RLIN: 

I*/ R. 11. Kraven 
t/ R. 11. KRAVSN 

Lt Col., AGD 
Asst Adjutant General 

1 Incl 
TWL fr D/A dtd 29 Jan 49 

A True Copy: 

F. L. Lamb /s/
F. Lr	 LAMB 
Cap J;air., AGD 
Asst Adjutant General 
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ANNEX 1 TO APPENDIX A
 

MESSAGE PRIORITY
 

ECA 86 

EUA 2U5 

PP EUGG 

FM UEP 78J/CSGPO D/A V&SIIINGTON DC 291901 

TO UECC/COMGENARMYFIVE CHGO ILL 

UWPG/COMGEMARMYSIX SFRAH CALIF 

INFO UEGHS/COMGEN&RMYONE 
UETG/COMGENARMYTWO 

UEAc/cOMGENARMYTKREE 
UWFC/COMGENARMYFOUR SANANTONIO TEX 

W GRNC 

WCLLsll+s RPT WCLJ4^IUS 
FROM CSGPO THE PRESIDENT HAS DESIGNATED THE SNOWBOUND WESTERN STATES A 

DISASTER AREA AND HAS AUTHORIZED THE USE OF SUCH RESOURCES OF THE NATIONAL 

MILITARYESTABLISHMENT AS ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE RELIEF OF THIS AREA BASED 

ON REQUESTS OF THE FEDERAL WORKS ADMINISTRATION PD TT-:IS AUTHORIZATION 

PROVIDES FOR THE EXPENDITURE OF ANY FUNDS NOW AVAILABLE TO THE DEPARTMENTS 

OF THE NATIONAL MILITARYESTABLISHMENT INCLUDING EXPEITDITURE OF FUNDS 

AVAILABLE FOR RIVER CMA HARBOR AND FLOOD CONTROL WORK OF THE CORPS OF 

ENGINEERS PARA ACCORDINGLY YOU WILL TAKE SUCH ACTION AS YOU DEEM 

APPROPRIATE TO PROVIDE RELIEF FOR SNOWBOUND FAMILIES AND LIVESTOCK IN 

THE FEDERALYOUR ARMY ARE/, PD SUCH ACTION SHOULD BE BASED ON REQUESTS OF
 

WORKS ADMINISTRATION REPRESENTATIVE:" DESIGNATED FOR EACH STATE OF THE
 

AFFECTED AREA PD FOR THIS PURPOSE ALL DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY RESOURCES 

IN YOUR AREA ARE PLACED UNDER YOUR CONTROL PD PERSONNEL CMA SUPPLIES CMA OR 

EQUIPMENT ADDITIONAL TO THAT AVAILABLE TO YOU MAY BE REQUESTED FROM THE 

DIRECTOR OF PLANS AND OPERATIONS PARA YOU ARE MOREOVER AUTHORIZED TO 

EXPEND SUCH FUNDS AS ARE REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH THIS TASK WITHOUT REGARD 

TO FUNDS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE TO YOU PD PROMPTLY NOTIFY 3UDGET DIVISION CMA 

OFFICE ARMY COMPTROLLER OF EXPENDITURES IN EXCESS OF PRESENT FUNDS 

AVAILABLE TO YOU PD THE EXPENDITURE OF SUCH FUNDS WILL BE IN ACCORDANCE 

WITH TARE MIKE FOURTEEN DASH SEVEN HUNDRED PD CAREFUL AND ACCURATE
 

ACCOUNTING OF ALL FUNDS EXPENDED WILL BE MADE AND REPORTED PERIODICALLY
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TO THE AMY COMPTROLLER INACCORDANCE WITH TEE PROVISIONS OF ABLE ROGER 

FIVE HUNDRED DASH SIXTY PAR/, USE OF PERSONNEL CMA FUNDS AND RESOURCES OF 

THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS RIVER CM* FARBOR AND FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS SHOULD 

BE CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH APPROPRIATE DIVISION ENGINEERS PARA THE 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE HAS DESIGNATED THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY AS HIS 

REPRESENTATIVE FOR ALL NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT RELIEF ACTIVITIES 

IN THE DISASTER AREA AND HAS DIRECTED THE SECRETARIES OF NAVY AND AIR TO 

EXTEND TO THE SECRETARY OF ARMY FULL SUPPORT AS APPROPRIATE PD THEREFORE 

Cl^A YOU ARE AUTHORIZED TO CALL ON APPROPRIATE NAVY AND AIR FORCE COMMANDERS 

IN YOUR ARMY AREA FOR SUCH ASSISTANCE AS YOU DEEM NECESSARY PD TO INSURE 

MAXIMUMEFFECT OF THE COMBINED EFFORT OF THE THREE SERVICES CMA THE 

PRESENT RELIEF ACTIVITIES 3Y THE NAVY AND AIR FORCE WILL CONTINUE 

UNINTERRUPTED SUBJECT TO OVERALL COORDINATION BY ARMY COMMANDERS PD NAVY 

AND AIR FORCE COMMANDERS CONCERNED ARE BEING ADVISED TO THIS EFFECT BY 

THEIR RESPECTIVE SERVICES PARA FOR FIFTH ARMY CLN GENERAL WHEELER CONCURS 

IN YOUR CONTEMPLATED ASSIGNMENT OF GENERAL PICK AS YOUR REPRESENTATIVE IN 

APPROPRIATE AREAS 

29/l9#Z 
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HEADQUARTERS FIFTH ARMY 
Chicago 15, Illinois 

LO ALFSI 635 28 February 1949 
i 

SUBJECTt Designation of Officer 

/
TO: BRJp GEN GEORGE C STEWART 015349 USA 

206 South 19th Street 
Omaha 2, Nebraska 

U < 

VOCG 27 Feb 49, you aire designated as commander pf Fifth 
"Snowbound";Army Disaster Force vice MAJ GEN LEWIS A PICK. 

Instructions contained in }.tr this hq, 29 Jan 49, Subject] 
Fifth Army Disaster Force ''Snowb'ound'^ remain applicable, copy 
attached. 

COM AND OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL CHAMBERLINt 

/s/ T. J. Marnane 
T« J* MAJRNANE 
Lt Colonel, AGD 
Adjutant General 

DISTRIBUTION: 
5 0 
1 finance 
1 jtG Pers
 
iAG Records
 
1 AG' »
 
1 201 file
 
1;Div Erigr, Mo River1 biv
 
8 CG 10th Inf Div
 
5 G*3 "Operations Snowt/ound"
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APPENDIX B 

Operation 

OFFICERS IN CHARGE 

Lt Col John W. Paxton, Area Engr 

Maj Francis J. McKay, Sub-Area Engr 

Maj James H. Harper, Sub-Area Engr 

Maj George P. Jones, Sub-Area Engr 

Lt Col Craig Smyser, Area Engr 

Capt John P. Agnew, Jr., Sub- Area Engr 

Lt Col H. L. Green, Sub-Area Engr 

Lt Col Milton Wright, Sub- Area Engr 

Lt Col H« A. Morris, Area Engr 

Capt Mervin Schramm, Sub- Area Engr 

Lt Col J, L. Lewis, Sub-Area Engr 

Maj Tfifrn. H. H- Mullin,Area Engr 
Capt John Y/» Morris, Asst Area Engr 

Maj Clifford E. Cross, Sub- Area Engr 

Capt Edward C» Bruce, Sub- Area Engr 

Maj M« D» Stoller, Sub-Area Engr 

Maj John E« Schremp, Sub-Area Engr 

Col J. S4 Seybold, Area Ehgr 

Lt Col W. N» Beard, J&ub-Area Engr 

Lt Col T. Ht Setliffe, Sub-Area Engr 

Lt Col J, W, Paxton*, Sub-Area Engr 

Maj Robert B. Durlin, SubtAjrea Engr 

Lt Col W. N. Beard**, Sub-Area Engr 

AREA 

AREA 1 

Sub-Area J 

Sub-Area II 

Sub- Area VI 

AR3A 2 

Sub-Area VIII 

Sub-Area VII 

Sub- Area X 

AREA.^3 
Sub-Area 

Sub-Area 

ARFA 4 

Sub-Area 

Sub- Area 

Sub-Area 

Sub-Area 

AREA 5 

Sub- Area 

Sub- Area 

XI 

XII 

111 

IV 

V 

IX 

XIII 

XIV 

Sub- Area XV 

Sub- Area XVI 

Sub- Area XVII 

HISTORY 

Fifth Army Disaster 

"SNOWBOUND" 

STATION LIST 

LOCATION 

Ainsworth,Ainsworth, :Nebraska 

Neligh, Nebraska 

O'Neill, Nebraska 

Valentine, Nebraska 

Alliance, Nebraska 

Alliance, Nebraska 

Chadron, Nebraska 

Cheyenne,Cheyenne, WyomingWyoming 

Pierre. So* Dakota 

Pierre, So. Dakota 

Rapid City, So. Dakota 

North Platte, Nebraska 

Broken Bow, Nebr. 

Ogallala,Ogallala, Nebr*Nebr. 

Mullen, Nebr. 

MeCook, Nebr. 

Bismarck, No. Dakota 

Mott, No. Dakota 

Minot, No. Dakota 

Dickinson, No. Dakota, 

Rugby, No* Dakota 

Devils Lake, No. Dakota 

* (Upon closing of Area 1)** (Upon closing of Sub-Area XIII) 
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AREA 1 
Sub -Area I 

II 
VI 

AREA 2 
SuE-Area	 VII 

VIII 
X 

AREA 3 
Sub -Area XI 

XII 

AREA 1; 
SuH-Area	 111 

IV 
V 
IX 

AREA 5 
SuE-Area XIII 

XIV 
XV 
XVI 
XVII 

HISTORY 

Fifth Army Disaster Operation 

"SNOWBOUND" 

MOBILIZATIONAND DEMOBILIZATION 

Date
 
Mobilisation
 

Authorized
 

29 Jan 
29 Jan 
29 Jan 
29 Jan 

29 Jan 
29 Jan 
29 Jan 
30 Jan 

29 Jan 
29 Jan 
29 Jan 

31 Jan 
29 Jan 
29 Jan 
29 Jan 
31 Jan 

12 Feb 
lk Feb 
illFeb 
16 Feb 
23 Feb 

5 Mar 

Date 
Demobilization 
Authorized 

26 Feb 
22-26 Feb 
15-21 Feb 

15 Feb 

25 Feb 
19 Feb 

15-19 Feb 
16-25 Feb 

26 Feb 
15-23 Feb 
18-26 Feb 

22 Feb 
15-22 Feb 

12 Feb 
15-16 Feb 

11 Feb 

15 Mar-

22 Feb - 1 Mar 
h Mar - 9 Mar 

28 Feb 8 Mar 
7 Mar -12 Mar 

11 Mar -15 Mar 
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HEADQUARTERS 
FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE "SNOUTBOUND"
 

206 South 19th Street
 
Omaha, Nebraska
 

February 26, 19U9 

Emergency Relief Committee 
Stuart, Nebraska 

Mr* Art Runneln,Attention: chairman 
Mr# Gflen Cobb 
Mr# Dale Henderson 
Mr* Mark Nelson 
Mr* W» R* Cobb 
Mr* Joe Brewster 
Mr* Ray Carlisle 
Mr* A* M. B^tenhorst 

Gentlemen r 

Iwish to express lay personal appreciation to your committee and 
to the people of your community for your cooperation and assistance with 
respect to Operation Snowbound* 

It is only through action such as that performed by your committee 
and your community that the military representatives were able to 
complete the job in a record period of time to the satisfaction of all 
concerned* Your willingness to accept responsibility and advise my 
representatives reflects the same true caliber of effort as that which 
originally made this country great \u2666 

May Iagain express ay appreciation for your efforts and hope 
that Imay be privileged to associate with your community again at 
some future date* 

Sincerely yours, 

LEWIS A* PICK 
Ma^or General* CE 
Commander 
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~ 
aßk?Ttfl¥»^-

fifth .finny pj^°^°r pippjipa^rm 

\u25a0«*JsU&l&&maaKm£lmajor items of equipment employed uy pf^^^ "y nilT
.jn 

Dozers Graders Plows Weasels 
— 

Military
ractor 11146 109 L41
tary Vjk 12 169 

Contractor 

Total4-1 1320 121 Ik 169 

RECAPITULATION: 

Dozers 1320 
Graders 121 
Plows hh 
Weasels 169 

Total all types TSJH 
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APPENDIX F 

HISTORY
 

Fifth Army Disaster Operation
 

"SNOvVBOUND"
 

DAILY REPORT OF StJBAREA 

for 2-U hours ending	 21*00 
hour day month 

(to be phoned to Omaha, Jackson 8308, Ext. 7 between 2^oo and 0300) 

Personnel On Hand Received during period 

Officer (name) 

E»M. (no.) 

Civil Service (no.) 

Contractor (no.) 

Other (no.) 

Received 
Equipment by Curing On Additional 
General Types Period Hand Deadlined Needed 

Dozers 

Tractor w/o dozers 

Truck plows 

Truck 

Weasels assigned 

Weasels (N.G.) 

Others 

General Situation (Briefed). 

Operations. 
Location of equipment and general mission assigned* 

Specific location of roads cleared giving length of road opened to 
use during past 2U hours. 
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»,r APPENDIX F 

Railroad Situation 

Lines still blocked:
 

From to
 

From to
 

From to
 

From to
 

From to
 

Proposed locations for work during next 2k hours: 

Numbers Liberated People Cattle Other Animals 

Any deaths, births, sickness or other hardship cases in snow bound 
area. 

Human interest stories, if any. (Should contain names, places, times 
and sufficient detail to permit use in news release)* Must be accurate. 

Relief Supplies fl&j'ved Feed (tons) Food Fuel Other 
by Army for Jfeed Cross or* 
Others 
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Liquid fuel situation for operation of army equipment. 

Approx, stock (gallons) Additional Quantity 
in Area needed (if any) 

Diesel 

Gasoline 

Lubricants 

Other 

Difficulties encountered particularly those where assistance is 
needed from this Headquarter. 

Weather conditions in area and depth of snow on ground. 
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APPENDIX F 
To simplify reporting by telephone the Sub Area Daily Report Form was 

revised 6 February 19U9, as follows: 

DAILY REPORT OF SUB AREA 

For 2k Hours Ending 1800 " 
day mon" 

PERSONNEL & EQUIPMENT
(1) (2)	 (3) (U) 

Equipment on Hand EquipmentEquipment AdditionalAdditional 
Personnel on Hand (excluding deadlined) Deadlined Equip. Needed 

Army Dozer a a a 
Officers a 

Truck Plow b b b 
E.M. b 

Rotary Plow c c c 
Air Force c 

Trucks d d d 
Navy d 

Weasels c c c 
National Guard c 

Patrols f f f 
Civil Service f 

Lowboys g g g 
Contractor g 

Sedan & 
Other h Pickups h h h 

OPERATIONS 
(6)	 Miles of Road (8) 

(5) No. of pieces snow removal (7) Closed by Snowfall 
Group Location Equipment Worked Opened or Drifting Snow 

a a a a 

b b b b 

c c c c 

d d d d 

c c c c 

f f f f 

g g g g 

h h h h 

i	 i i i 

j jJ	 0 

k k	 k k 

1 1	 1 1 , 

m m m m 

n n n n 

o o o o 

P P P P 
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(9)	 Numbers liberated in Sub Area 

People a 

Cattle b 

Other animals c 

(10)	 Relief Supplies moved by Army, Owned or Rent Equipment in Tons : 

Feed a 

Food b 

Fuel c 

Other d 

(11)	 Average Depth of Snow on Ground in Sub Area: 

(12)	 Liquid Fuel Situation: 

Satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

(13)	 General Situation and Local Problems (brief) 

(lU) Any problems or difficulties that this Headquarters can solve or help 
s olve : 

(15)	 Weather Conditions in Sub Area during 2l± Hours Period (includes brief 
details of winds causing drifting, or precipitation.) 

(16)	 Human Interest Stories; 
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HISTORY 

Fifth Array Disaster Operation 

"SNOWBOUND" 

FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE SNOWBOUND 

BLIZZARD PUN 

3 February 1949 

1. Effective Date: 

This plan becomes effective locally •when new blizzard conditions 
are imminent in any part of the Disaster Area, 

2. Purpose: 

a. To prevent loss of life and hurian suffering
 
b» To insure maximum speed in reopening routes of communications,
 

c.	 To insure that D.F.S. (Disaster Force Snowbound) equipment 
and personnel are so located as to resuiie operations 
immediately upon cessation of storm* 

3. Coordination: 

Action under this plan willbe coordinated with State Highway 
Departments, Railroads, Telephone Company, press, radio, Red Cross and 
local Disaster Committees. 

4, Operations: 

a_, Hq. D.F.S. will 

(1) Secure six hour weather forecasts and advise Area 
Commanders of impending blizzard conditions. 

(2) Arrange press and radio releases with particular warning 
to motorists and ranchers. (See Annex 1) 

(3) Publicize Air-Ground distress signals, (See Annex 2) 

b. Area Engineers will: 

(l) Contact nearest State Highway District Engineer and. 
upon his request, arrange for D.F.S. personnel and equipment to assist 
in opening primary road net. 

(2) Alert Sub-Area Inrrineers.. 
(3) Establish contact at Area level with agencies listed 

in paragraph 3. 
(4) Coordinate small plane reconnaissance inriediately after 

storm subsides to 
(a)	 Check highways for stalled cars. Arrange small 

plane pickup. 
(b)	 Check railroads for stalled trains. Arrange rescue 

of personnel. 
(c)	 Check rural areas for distress signals. Arrange 

rescue or Red Cross aid. 
(d)	 Report conditions to D.F.S. Hq« by fastest means. 

(See Signal Annex 3). 

c. Sub -Area inee rs wi11:11: 

(l) Contact State Highway repartment Resident Engineers
 
same as for areas.
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FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE SNOCTBOUHD 

BLIZZARD PLAN 

(2) Establish contact at Sub-Area level with agencies 
listed in paragraph 3» 

(3) Arrange small plane reconnaissances, keport results 
and action taken to Area and D.F.S. Hqrs. by fastest r.ioans. 

(4) Check liquid fuel supplies and arrange emergency moves 
to prevent shortages in critical areas. 

(5) Move equipment to centers of population or main high
ways* (See iaintenance Annex 4) 

(6) Organize weasel rescue terms. 

5. Red Cross to continue present activities. 

COT.riAIfP OF TIIM DEPUTY APJIY CORIANDER: 

LOUIS VI. PRENTISS 
Col 9 CE, Chief of Staff 

Annexes Disaster Force "Snowbound" 
1. Warning to Motor Vehicle 

Travelers 
2. Air Ground Distress Code 
3. Signal Communications 
4• I!aintenancc 
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FIFTH ARIIY DISASTER FORCE SIJGV/BOUIID 

WABIIING TO ITOTOK VEHICLE TRAVELERS 

ANNEX #1 
* 

"When roads are hazardous and/or a snow storm is expected: 

Do not travel on the highway unless you absolutely have to\m 
do so*

2.	 If you must travel take the following precautions 

a, IJotify next of kin or some responsible person of 
the place and time of your departure, your destina
tion and expected time of arrival and the route you 
are	 taking* 

b,	 I-lake certain your vehicle is in good operating con
dition for winter driving before departing. 

c.	 Be sure you have your gas tp.nk filled completely 
before departure. Never let it get belqw half 
full. 

d.	 Carry a shovel, chains and a bucket of sand in your 
vehicle* 

c.	 Be sure each person in your vehicle is dressed warm
ly, has a blanket and overshoes. 

3r	 In the event you are stalled on a highway in the country ob 
serve the following rules: 

a.	 Unless you are a native of that vicinity) do not 
leave your vehicle in search of a farii house. 

b.	 Run yoar vehicle motor intermittently so that the 
heater will prevent you froia being, frost-bitten* but 
be wary of excess <;as fumes from your vehicle 's 
exhaust. 

c.	 Don't go to sleep iIfnecessary, ret out of your 
vehicle and get some physical activity* 

4. Plane reconnaissances will check main highways for stranded 
travelers after any serious snow storm as soon as daylight and 
weather conditions will permit. 

RIKtfBERI 

DON'T PKIV3 IFiEDLSSSLY ;7Hstf COHMT TONS A]G2 HAZARDOUS 
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FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE SITOWBOUKD 

NEW AIR-GROUND DISTRESS CODE-

Revised ANNEX #2 4 Feb 49 

, li Lay pUt these symbols by Using wood, stone, blankets or other 
available articles which can be seen from the air. Socure best color 
contract to snow and separate symbols when nore than ono is used. 

As a symbol use one large article or one pile of smaller articles. 

a» Need Loctor 1 
I — — 

rr i 

b. Need Medical Supplies 

c. Heed Food j-


d« Heed Fuel |_
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FIFTH APJTY DISASTER FORCE SIJO7/BOUKD 

SIGIJAL G0 TtT tJiJICATIOITS 

ANITEX #3 

1.	 The following communications facilities can be made available to the 
Disaster Force Commander : 

a.	 Commercial telephone and telegraph lines 

b.	 Operation Snowbound emergency radio net located in the 
Nebraska-South Dakota area* (llissouri Kivor Division 
Engineer radio net included in the emergency radio net) 

c.	 Commercial radio broadcasting stations 

d. State and local police radio nets 

c; Guard radio equipment at Government installations 

f.	 Amateur (ham) radio stations 

g.	 U.S. Air Force Base Communication Centers 

h.	 TJaval Reserve radio stations 

i.	 Army Signal facilities at the following locations 

(1)	 Fit2simons General Hospital Communication Center, 
Denver, Colorado 

St,(2) Louis Communication Center 

(3)	 Kansas City Communication Center 

(4)	 Chicago Communication Center 

(5)	 Camp Carson, Colorado 

(6)	 Fort Riley, Kansas 

(7)	 Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 

(8)	 Fort 'Jheridan, Illinois 
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FIFTH AR?!Y DISASTER FORCE SNOWBOUND 

LCAINTEHANCE 

ANNEX #4 

1,	 Upon receipt of information re approaching high winds, storm or other 
general blizzard conditions, equipment willbe secured as follows: 

a.	 Hove equipment to places where items will not be cut off from 
maintenance supplies. 

b.	 Store all tools, parts* etc. where they willnot be covered or 
lost. 

c.	 Ifoperation is closed down, watch for ice in gear cases, oil 
pumps, etc. Inspect thoroughly before starting again, 

d.	 Equipment must be left in such a manner that itwillnot be 
"frozen in"# 

e>.	 Repair crews willhave ready dozer cables, headlights, globes, 
starting ether, carbide for fires and all emergency items as 
flashlights, electric lanterns, and provisions for immediate 
or emergency missions. 

2.	 Resupply of spare parts will be assembled at Omaha and dispatched to 
the affected area by the most appropriate transportation. 
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HISTORY
 

Fifth Army Disaster Operation
 

"SNOWBOUND"
 

INITIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

OPERATIONS 

1. Immediately upon establishment of Sub-Area offices, Sub-Area 
.jnf'ineers will: 

a. Take over all emergency leased equipment in-the area already 
in operation and report this equipment to the Area Office and to the Divi
sion Office, 

b. Contact State Highway, County and local officials and estab* 
lish priorities. 

c. Contact the telephone company and arrange for priorities on 
calls emanating from each Sub-Area Office. 

d. Report to Pivision Office location of rail-heads in the Sub-
Area and any changes in these rail-heads*. 

e« Each Sub -Area Engineer willreport by radio or telephone 
once each day on the following: 

(l)	 Condition of roads and railroads in his. area. 

(2)	 General conditions prevailing within his area. 

(3)	 Frorress of work completed, number of people liberated, 
number and species of livestock liberated. 

(4)	 Contemplated schedule of operations for the next 24 hours. 

2. General Instructions: 

a. Like kinds of equipment should be grouped to facilitate main
tenance* 

b. All supplies and materials not available locally should be 
requisitioned by telephone from the livision Office, Jackson 8308,. : 

3, Equipment operating instructions: 

a.	 Tractors should be equipped with light oil and grease. 

b» Tractors should be equipped with winter covers for operator 
protection. 

c. Running f;ear, sprockets, tracks, etc. on tractors should be— 
wet with old crankcase oil to prevent snow and ice fron sticking IMPORTANT. 

d. Cable dozers should have sharp cutting edges and should carry 
spare cable. 

c.	 Ea&fo dozer should carry two railroad ties, a blowtorch, extra 
hoses, shovels,antifreeze aiad flashlights, and wire cutters for opening 

fencas* 
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ANUIL": 1 TO APPENDIX H 

SOUIPLSNT RENTAL 

1. Equipment Rental Agreement (sample herewith) nust be executed 
for each piece of equipment furnished by contractors or equipment owners, 
for which rental is to be paid by the Corps of Engineers. Auxiliary 
equipment furnished to service a major piece of equipment, when such ser
vice is the responsibility of the contractor will not be reported on 
Equipment Rental 'greeraents and no payment willbe made for such auxiliary 
equipment except as a part of the rate being paid for the major unit. 
A typical example: If contractor elects to furnish a grease truck to ser
vice his tractors instead of hand greasing operation— the grease truck 
willnot be covered by contract and no specific payment will be made for 
the grease truck. On the other hand, if the Government elects to rent a 
grease truck to service Government owned tractors, itwould then be nec
essary to execute ca Equipment Rental Agreement in the usual manner. 

2. The Rental Agreement form will be executed in triplicate, the 
original being forwarded to the Division Office for use in the preparation 
of a formal contract. One copy of the Equipment Hental Agreement willbe 
furnished the lessor and one copy retained for your files. 

3. These agreements willbe entered into prior -;o the use of the 
equipment in order that there willbe no misunderstanding regarding its 
use. 

4. If it becomes necessary to rent equipment for which a rental 
rate is not listed, this office willbe advised imnedintely in order 
that a rate may be furnished. 

Note: The attached sample is to be used only when Mobilization 
and Demobilization are not involved. V/hen Hobilization and Demobiliza
tion are involved, a separate paragraph as follows should be added: 

Actual cost plus 10^o based on certified invoices will 
be paid for I'obilization and Demobilization. 
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SQUIPKCUT ICTTAL AGREE! £!IT
 

Division Sngineer 
Corps of ijii^ineers 
P. 0. Box 1216 
Omaha 1, Nebraska _1949 

Dear Sir: 

\ I(we) hereby agree to rent the following described equipment with 
operating personnel to the United States of Ar.ierica acting by and through 
the Corps of engineers for use in emergency snow removing operations at the 
rates shown below. 

Item: Complete Descrip- Operating Stand-by 
tion, Capacity, and Total Purchase Cost Rate Per Rate Per 

Quantity Identifying Nos* or Fair Value Hour Hour 

The operating rental rate willinclude all costs incidental to the 
operation of the equipment, including but not limited to wages, insurance, 
and other overhead costs, fuel, grease, repairs and servicing charges. The 
operating rental rate will commence when the equipment is put into actual 
operation and to cease when actual operations are terminated. 

If due to severe weather conditions or similar circumstances (not 
including breakdowns) , the equipment cannot be operated at least eight (8) 
hours in any twenty-four (24) hour period, stand-by roirtal rates willbe 
paid for that number of hours obtained by subtracting the number of hours 
actually operated from eight (8) hours. 

Movement between sites of operation willbe paid for at the operating 
rental rates, except that the total hours paid for will not exceed eight (8) 
hours in any twenty four (24) hour period. 

Time lost due to minor repairs requiring less than one (l) hour will 
be paid for as operating time. Time lost due to repairs requiring more 
than one (1) hour will not be paid for. 

It is further understood that formal agreement for the rental of the 
above described equipment will be entered into as soon as same can be pre
pared and that Ihereby assume full responsibility for the safety of all 
employees, equipment, and materials, and for any damage or injury done by 
or to them from any source or cause except accidental damage to plant or 
equipment which may be caused by the Government. 

BY 
(Lessor) 

If Lessor is a corporation 
indicate State of Incorporation 
under signature; and ifa 
partner, give full name of all 
partners. ,r—
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ANNEX 3 TO APPENDIX H 

FOREMAN'S PERSONNEL lIAITDBOOK 
(EMERGENCY SNOW R3KOVAL OPDRAT IO1IS ) 

1. Allmen hired by the Corps of Engineers for emergency snow removal 
operations v/ill be given temporary emergency appointmonts (not to exceed 
one month) and willbe paid prevailing local rates as listed below, for the 
positions to which assigned. 

PayPositions and Rates 

Tractor Operator 01.75 per" hr."
 
Bulldozer Operator 1.75
 
Truck Driver " "
 

lirTons or less 1.00 " 
lg- to 5 tons 1.15 »" »Over 5 tons 1.20 " " 
Trailer Type (Low Boy) 1.35 " " 

Mechanic 1.75 " " 
Welder 1.75 " 
Laborer 1.00 H 

l! wOiler & Greaser	 1.32-| " " 
Mechanic Helper	 1.32§ 

2. In order to assure payment of men hired by the Corps of Engineers 
for this work, you must remember and see to it that tyro important things 
are done . First, every man hired must fillout and si{;n Form W-4 (Employees 
Withholding Exemption Certificate) and Standard Form 61. Second, an accur
ate record of time worked by every employee must be kopt and the time 
reported to the Omaha Division Office. Detailed instructions follow. 

a. Appointment Forms. 
T} Form W-4 (Employees Withholding Exemption Certificate).. 

The employee must complete all items except Social Security Number and must 
date and sign the form. 

' 

(2) Standard Form 61. This form is made up of two parts. 
The front side is entitled "Appointment Affidavits" and must be completed 
and signed by the employee in the presence of a Notary Public or in the 
presence of an employee of the Corps of Engineers. In the latter case, the 
Corps of employee witnessing the si[^nature will complete and sign 
the oath of office at the bottom of the form immediately below the ap
pointee's signature. The reverse side of Standard Form 61 is entitled 
"Declaration of Appointee" and must be fully completed by the person hired. 

Payment for work performed by new employees cannot be iiade unless and until 
Form W-4 and SF 61, properly completed, are received in the District Office. 
They should be filled out before the employee starts to work and mailed ' 
immediately to the Division Engineer, Corps of Engineers, Post Office Box 
1216, Omaha 1, Nebraska. Before forwarding the form write at the top of 
SF 61 the date employee entered on duty, position to which appointed, and 
rate of pay. For example, EOD 28 Jan 1949, Bulldozer Operator, $1.75 hr. 

b. Timekeeping. . 
Time willbe reported on separate .Cng Forms 1300a, Time and 

Attendance Report, covering the following types of personnel. 

(1)	 Employees hired for emergency snow removal. 
(2)	 Regular employees detailed 'to snow rei.ioval by the 

Omaha Division Office. 
(3)	 Regular employees detailed to snow removal by Districts, 
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ENG Forms 1300 acovering employees hired for emergency snow removal ((l) 
above) will be submitted weekly to the Omaha Division Office for payment, 
ENG Forms 1300 acovering employees listed in (2) and (o) above will be -
prepared bi-weekly and submitted to the Omaha Division Office for trans 
mittal to their respective employing units* 

How to Complete ENG Form 1300 a 

Only	 the following heading blocks willbe completed. 

-(1)	 Reporting Unit Show sub-office to w)iich you are assigned. -
(2)	 Period Ending Show inclusive dates of calendar week or 

weeks covered. 

List each employee's full name alphabetically and show in the same-
box his designation and rate of pay* For example John B. Doe, Bull
dozer Operator, |i1,75 per hour. 

Show the actual time worked each day for the period reported and show 
the total time worked in the column "Pay Period Total'1. 

Should an employee's designation and rate of pay be changed during 
a week, use two blocks to show both designations and rates of pay and 
report the time ?/orked for each job. 

Each ETJG Form 1300 awillbe certified correct in the lower right-hand 
corner by the reporting Foreman and submitted to the l.'ivision Office for 
payment* 

Weekly Time Books willbe used to record time worked by all employees. 
SNG Form 1300 awillbe prepared from information contained in Weekly. Time 
Books. 

3. DO NOT HIRE ANYONE 17110 IS NOT A CITIZEN OF Till: UNITED STATES. A 
NON-CITIZSN CANNOT BJJ PAID FROM OOV^RNM^T FUNDS. 

4. Straight time willbe paid for work not in excess of '40 hours 
per week. "York performed in excess of 40 hours per week willbe paid for 
at overtime rates (lvr times the basic hourly rate),; 

5. The official station of all employees hired in the field will 
be designated as follows! 

a.	 Employees hired at their place of residence will have that 
point designated as their offioial station. 

b.	 The area office at Ainsworth, Nebraska \/ill be designated as 
the official station for all employees who are not hired at 
their places of residence* 

In accordance with Standardized Government Travel Regulations, 
all new employees will receive a per diem allowance of (>6,00 whenever they 
are required to travel away from their official stations and incur addi
tional living expenses. Any Sub-Area Engineer who directs a new employe© 
to work at a location away from his official station will furnish to the 
Omaha Division Office the following information: 

(1)	 The employee's full name, 
(2)	 Position title, 
(3)	 Official station. 
(4)	 Date on which travel will commence. 
(5)	 Points to be visited as nearly as can bo determined. 
(6)	 Duration of travel T 
(7)	 Mode of travel. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FII3ID PTJRCHASDIG 

During this present emergency, it is our aim to hold all form of 

paper work to an absolute minimum. Therefore, if all Government personnel 

will follow the following purchase procedure then things will sail smoothly t 

a. Use the Field Purchase Receipt forri for all purchases which you 

make, 3XC3PT purchases of gasoline and oil fron filling stations and garages 

which you can make on credit cards* Bulk deliveries willbe purchased by 

Field Purchase Receipts. 

b. The Field Purchase Receipt is in pad fora and assembled in such 

a manner that you have one white copy, one pink copy, and two green copies, 

For each purchase, make out these four copies, making certain that you have 

the correct name and address from whom the Merchandise) is being purchased, 

the exact quantity and name of the article, the correct price and your 

signature. Give a white copy to the merchant, keep the pink copy for your 

own records, and mail the two green copies 'go the Omaha Division Office, 

It is as simple as that, if the above instructions are followed. 

During this emergency you willnot be required to follow the various 

mandatory purchasing procedures with which nany of you are familiar. Compe

tition should be obtained if time permits but will not be required where 

conditions make it impracticable. However, your good business judgment 

should be used in making purchases, and exorbitant prices should never be 

paid. 

\u25a0v 
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COST PROCEDURE 

1. Sub -Area offices will,at the end of each calendar month, report 

to the Omaha Division Office on Forms 25 (Costs) the distribution of time 

for all Government -owned equipment used within the Sub-Area. The actual 

number of hours worked each day as well as the number of hours off duty due 

to repairs each day will be reported for each item of equipment. 

2, At the end of each calendar week the following documents willbe 

forwarded to the Omaha Division Office by each Sub-Area Office. 

a. Delivery tickets (they willbe furnished by the service 

station) covering all service station deliveries. 

b. Receiving and Delivery Report, Eng Fora 403, covering the 

services of each piece of rented equipment for which the Corps of Engineers 

must make payment. (Eng Form 403 should be prepared in duplicate and should 

show the Contractor's full name and address, description of the equipment, 

number of hours actually worked and number of hours in a stand-by status 

and the hourly rate for each. Each Eng Fora 403 willbe signed by the Sub-

Area Engineer. Remember this is the document which will be used to support 

payment to each contractor for the equipment he has rented to the Corps of 

Engineers and itmust, therefore, be accurate. If possible, all working 

time and stand-by time should be verified with the contractor or his "on 

the job" representative, before submission of Eng Fom 403 «.) 
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SAFETY
 

-

Motor Vehicles Operation in winter is hazardous and precaution must be 

observed. Check car and equipment. Have deficiencies corrected and in

sure that car is equipped with heater, defroster, snow shovel, windshield 

wiper, windshield, scraper, skid chains, fire extinguisher, spare tire, 

flashlight, etc. When weather conditions are unfavorable, do' not permit 

the fuel supply to becone low. If vehicle becomes stalled in snow drifts, 

let help come to you rather than seeking help on foot when blizzard condi

tions exist. Guard against carbon monoxide hazard with adequate ventila

tion. Wear or carry adequate protective clothing; including winter hats, 

gloves, coats and overshoes. 

-
Heavy Equipment Injuries resulting from use of this type of equipment are 

usually serious* Most frequent cause of injury is backing and turning ma

chines without looking, warning, or signalling. Get on and off equipment 

safely. Consider proper position when starting motors to avoid kick-backs* 

Refueling any type of equipment with liquid fuel while the motor is running 

is an unsafe practice. During loading and unloading of equipment on low

boys or railroad cars, extreme precautions must be exercised to avoid acci

dents which may result in delays as well as personal injury. Proper block

ing is essential during transportation of equipment, 

First Aid ~ A 16-unit kit should be available for each unit. Minor injuries 

should be reported promptly to the supervisor. In cases where medical atten 

tion is needed, consult your nearest physician. In case of serious injury, 

notify the Division office immediately. In case of frost bite or frozen 

parts due to prolonged exposure to cold, consult a physician immediately. 

Do not rub frozen part with snow since rubbing bruises frozen tissues. Do 

not expose frozen part to a hot stove or fire. Cover frozen part and later 

thaw it out in cool air or cold water. 
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Public Relations 

It is essential that good working relations be established 

with the press, radio and citizens. 

The fullest extent of cooperation with local and state 

authorities is desired.. 

Information concerning operation of a specific unit 

should be restricted to the following factual data: 

1. Kind arid quantity of equipment 

2. Number and names of personnel . 
3. Description of work completed 

4. Description of work being done 

Information is not to be given concerning other opera

tional units or prospective activities. 

On inquiries concerning overall plan and policy, refer 

inquiry to the Division Office. 

Refrain froti expressing any opinions relative to possible 

success or failure of program, estimated cost or participation of 

other agencies, whether state, federal or local. 

If in doubt, contact Division Office before releasing 

data* 
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-

EQUIP?<!JTir RENTAL RATES SNO.T REMOVAL OPERA'.1XOilS 

(Column l) 
Hourly Rate 
(Incl.Profit) 
Oil, Fuel (Coluran 2) (Column 3) 
Grease Total Stand -By 

Description Field Repair Hourly Rate Hourly Rate Remarks 
' * D-6 Tractor (53 lIP to 62 HP) $1.96 0 9,10 § 8.35 

* D-7 Tractor (63 lIP to 72 HP) 2.43 10.00 8.55 

* D-7 Tractor (73 HP to 89 HP) 2.43 10.70 8.80 

* D-8 Tractor (90 lIF to 135 HP) 3.09 12.25 9.35 

* I)-6 Bulldozer (53 HP to 62 HP) 2.37 10.75 8.90 

* D-7 Bulldozer (63 HP to 72 HP) 2,79 11.70 9.00 

* D-7 Bulldozer (73 HP to 89 -IP) 2.79 12.35 9.25 

* D-8 Bulldozer (30 lIP to 135 HP) 3.47 14.05 9.85 

- * Low Boy 25 Ton w/tractor (serai) 2.88 10.65 8.00 

** Truck, Pickup (l/2ton to 3/4 ton) 0.88 3.25 3.15 

** Truck, 2 ton 1.35 4.50 3.70 

** Truck, 2-1/2 ton 1.56 6.00 4.30 

** Truck, 3 c.y. Dump 1.40 4.55 3.70 

** Truck, 6 c.y. Dump 1.76 5.75 4.20 

Grader, Towed, Manually Operated, *** 9 ft. to 11 ft. Blade 0.72 3.55 3.45 

Grader, Towed, Manually Operated, *** 11 ft. to 13 ft. Plade 0.72 .3.75 3.60 

Welding I'achine D.C. Gas Engine .-	 **** Driven, 250 Amp 3 50 Amp 0.75 5.45 7.15 

Grader, I;iesel, Self Propelled, 
Medium Yfeight 16,501$ to * 18,500$	 2.41 9.50 8.50 

Grader, fiesel, Self Propelled, 
Extra Heavy 18,501$ to * 21,500#	 2.74 10.20 6.85 

Note:	 The above rates are based on the operation of the equipment for two 
10-hour shifts per day. Lessors are required to provide for this 
operation. 

* 1 operator and 1 helper to be provided per 10-hour shift,**Driver only to be provided per 10-hour shift.*** Operator only to be provided per 10-hour shift.****iwelder	 and 1 helper to be provided per 10-hour shift. 

In the	 event plant cannot be rented on a fully operated basis, (Column 
2), rental based on Government furnishing oil, fuel, and field re
pairs (Column 2 minus Column 1) can be considered. Stand -By rates (Column 3) 
of a maximum of 8 hours in 24 willbe allowed in cases where equipment can
not work due to severe weather. 
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CLASSIFICATION .OF EQUIPMENT 

EQUIP M E IT T D E S CRIPTIO IT
 
53 to 6363 toto 7272 75 toto 8989
62 73 90 to 135 

Draw Bar H,P. Draw Bar lI.P. Draw Bar H.P. Draw Bar lI.P. Manufacturer 

D-6 D-7 D-7 D-8 Caterpillar 
(9G Series) (New) 

M 

Diesel 50 RD-7 Diesel 70	 Caterpillar 

Diesel 65 Diesel 75	 Caterpillar 

K-0 S-0	 L-0 HD-14 Allis-Chalmers 
t 

IID-7	 lID-10 Allis Chalmers 

TD-14	 Tn 18 International 
•>• 

Cleveland 
35-D 80-D Tractor Co. 

Cleveland 
40-D FD-4 Speeds Tractor Co. 

\u25a0^ 

Cleveland 
DD-4 Speed FD-6 Speeds Tractor Co» 

Cleveland 
DD-6 Speed FDLC Tractor Co. 

•w 

In order to compute rental rates on equipment not included in this 
Llanual, the following infomation is desired when requesting additional 
rates : 

1.	 Cost and description of equipment new. 
2.	 Cost and description of all attachments. 
3.	 I,'lodel number, rating, type of fuel and any othor pertinent 

information available. 
-r4.	 ]'\u0084ec ommended rental rates. 
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ANNEX 10 TO APPENDIX fi 

Amendment No. 1 to "Foreman's Personnel Handbook". 

Typists, Stenographers and Clerks will be hired on emergency 
temporary appointments (not to exceed one nonth) and Will bo paid 
the rates listed below: 

Typist CAF-2 (.2284.00 p. a. 
Typist CAF-3 2498.28 p. a. 
Steno CAF-3 2498,28 p. a. 
Clerk CAF-3 2498.28 p. a, 

Steno CAF-4 2724.00 p. a. 
Clerk CAF-4 2724.00 p. a. 

Appointments in the above grades necessitate 
" 

tho execution of 
Standard Form 57 in addition to the forris listed in paragraph 2, 

"Foreman's Personnel Handbook". 

>. 
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Policy for Cooperating with the Red Gross 

The American Red Cross has accepted responsibility for furnishing 

the following relief supplies: Food,' clothing-; medicine, medical care. 

This Headquarters has accepted responsibility for assisting the Red 

Cross in moving; into inaccessible areas for delivery of the above 

listed relief supplies. 

If a need for any of the above supplies comes to the attention of 

any of the Army people, the need should be reported *:o the Red Cross. 

List of lied Cross local representatives willbe furnished Area 

as soon as completed. Pending receipt of the list, this 

Headquarters should be notified in order that the Red Cross can be 

apprised of the need. 
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ANNEX 12 TO APPENDIX H
 

Amendment ?To. 2 to "Foremans Fersonnel Handbook" 

In addition to the types of personnel listed in "Foremans Personnel 

Handbook" and Amendment Ho. 1 thereto, Foremen may bo hired on emergency 

temporary appointments (not to exceed one month) and will be paid the 

rates listed below 

Foreman "Snow Removal" per hour 

General Foreman 02. r>0 per hour 

Appointments to these positions will require the execution of the same 

two forms required for the positions listed in "Foreiians Personnel Hand

book." 

•Hach Sub-Area /Jn^ineer is authorized to hire such foremen as are 

needed not in excess of one Foreiaan for each five pieces of major equip

ment (dozer, plough, etc.) and one General Foreman for each four Foremen. 
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HEADQUARTERS FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE "SllOVnomiD" 
Room 415 Farm Credit Building 

206 South 19th Street 
Oraaha ,Heb ra ska 

10 February 1949 

SUBJECT: Disposition of Unserviceable Military Equipment 

TO: AllArea and Sub -Area Commanders. 

1. Prior to the evacuati on of military equipment which has become 
unserviceable and which cannot be repaired expeditious ly by local 
facilities, authorized technical inspectors willprepare a technical 
inspection of the equipment on the prescribed ,/D A(K; Forms, Sngr 464 
and Grd 461 or 461-5. In cases where the unserviceability was caused 
by other than fair wear and tear, a certificate willbo attached to the 
technical inspection report, stating that an investigation and a Report 
of Survey has been initiated. Completed technical inspection forms and 
Reports of Purvey where applicable willbe forwarded to this Headquarters 
with inf'oruation as to the present location of material for evacuation. 

2. This Headquarters willevaluate the above reports and if shipping 
of the equipment is directed, shipping instructions ana a prepared govern
ment T:*illof Lading willbe furnished to the Area or Sub-Area Engineer 
concerned. Information as to size and type of car or cars to be ordered 
from the local carrier freight agent willalso be furnished by this head
quarters. Shippers must maintain close contact with local carrier agents 
so that loading can be accomplished imrjettlately upon arrival of cars and 
loaded cars turned over to the railroad within the froe time period. 
Demurrage must be avoided. 

COiE-'AITD OF I^AJOR GSJHRAL PICK 

LOUIS J. PRfIITTISS 
Colonel, CE; 

Chief of Staff 
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HISTORY 

Fifth Army Disaster Operation 

"SNOWBOUND" 

HEADQUARTERS
 
FIFTE ARMY DISASTER FORCE "SNOWBOUND"
 

206 South 19th Street
 
Omaha , Neb ras ka 

11 February 19)49 
i> 

DEMOBILIZATION PLAN, FIFTH ARMY DISASTER FORCE SNOWBOUND 

I. Purpose. The purpose of these instructions is to set up a plan 
and procedure for the expeditious, orderly, and efficient demobiliza
tion of Fifth Army Disaster Force Snowbound. 

11. Policy. 

1. Estimates as to dates relief operation should cease in the 
various areas and sub-areas and final determination of dates and hours 
willbe based on telephone directive Fifth Army which is quoted in part 
as follows: "Where Federal assistance is now being given or willbe 
given in the future, such assistance should be discontinued as soon as 
the magnitude of the problem has dropped to the point where it can be 
handled with State and local facilities,**1 

2. Estimates as to date and hour relief operations should cease 
in sub-areas will be made by area commanders. Final determination as 
to date and hour relief operations will cease in a sub-area willbe 
made by this headquarters. 

3« This headquarters will deal with area commanders who willbe 
responsible for all demobilization activities within their areas. 

14.. Demobilization activities willbe decentralized to area and 
sub-area commanders to the maximum extent practicable. 

5. Demobilization procedure willbe promptly initiated upon receipt 
of orders to demobilize a sub-area or areas and action willbe expedited 
to a final closeout. 

6. Equipment owned by Federal agencies other than the Army willbe 
promptly returned "as is" to owning agency. 

7. Some Army-owned equipment willbe repaired locally and turned 
over to National. Guard officials as temporary emergency reserve equipment. 

8. Army-owned equipment not turned over to National Guard will 
after technical inspection and estimate of cost of repair be returned 
to points of origin. 

9« Maintenance of contractor-owned equipment having been provided 
for in rental rates, repairs to or payment for repairs for contractor-
owned equipment will be made only on specific authority of this head
quarters. 

10. Military units and personnel not required for demobilization 
work willbe promptly returned to home stations. 

11. All headquarters will retain such military and civilian person
nel as may be required to insure rapid and efficient demobilization,. 
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111. Procedure. 

1. Effective upon receipt of these instructions and prior to the 
initiation of demobilization, area commanders will: 

a. Make daily reports to this headquarters of personnel and 
equipment surplus to their requirements. 

b. Advise this headquarters by telegram 148 hours in advance of 
hour and date they estimate they will complete work in individual sub
areas. 

c. Prior to the initiation of demobilization in any area or 
sub-area, this headquarters will: 

(1)	 Advise area commanders as to disposition of personnel 
and equipment declared surplus by area commanders. 

(2)	 Secure the necessary clearance and direct area commanders 
as to hour and date for termination of relief operations 
and commencement of demobilization. 

2. Upon receipt of orders to proceed with demobilization, area 
commander's wi 

that : 
a. Notify all contractors by hand-carried letter or telegram 

(1) Relief operations terminate (give date and hour) 

(2) On and after such hour and date there willbe 
further payments for rental or standby time. 

no 

(3) Actual demobilization costs and reasonable overhead 
charges willbe paid effective the cutoff time of 
operating payments. (Fiscal annex). Copies of such 
letters or telegrams willbe forwarded to this head
quarters. 

b. Return equipment owned by Government agencies, other than 
the Army, to owners, notifying them by telegram as to date and hour 
equipment was released. (Supply Annex). Copies of telegrams willbe 
forwarded to this headquarters. 

c. Assemble Army-owned equipment at suitable shipping points 
and advise this headquarters as to quantity and type at each point. 

d. Notify this headquarters 2l+ hours in advance of readiness 
to move military units. (Personnel Annex). 

c. Clear and close all fiscal matters and accounts. (Fiscal 
Annex). 

f. Close property accounts. (Supply Annex) • 

g. Close telephone and telegraph accounts; dismantle and ship 
radio equipment. (Signal Annex). 

h. Complete, close, and turn in all records to this headquarters. 

i. Terminate all purchases except those essential to,accomplish 
demobilization. 

j. Clear and voucher payment all local accounts. 
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k« Investigate and forward to this headquarters report of 
investigation of all known claims and accidents. 

1. Check with local officials to insure that any grievances, 
obligations, or misunderstandings are cleared up before departure of 
commander concerned. 

m. Report to this headquarters any matters that cannot be 
cleared before departure of commander concerned. 

n. Report and have sub-area commanders report to this headquarters 
for final clearance prior to departure for home stations. Final clearance 
will include; 

(1)	 Submission of final reports and records, (All Annexes). 

(2)	 Conference with historical officer and turn-in of written 
report described in Historical Annex, (Historical Annex). 

(3)	 Preparation for Commanding General »s signature of letters 
of appreciation to agencies and individuals who have 
assisted in relief work. 

3* During demobilization period this headquarters will: 

a. Issue orders for movement of military units. (personnel Annex), 

b. Appoint a civilian transportation agent for each area and 
sub-area for the purpose of issuing travel requests only. (Transporta
tion Annex). 

c. Advise area commanders as to disposal of Army Equipment 
assembled at shipping points. (Supply Annex). 

U* During and after demobilization this headquarters will compile 
final report and history of Fifth Army Disaster Force Snowbound. 

5« Area commanders willmake daily reports to this headquarters 
by phone as to demobilization progress. (Operations Annex). 

COMMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL PICK: 

LOUIS W. PRENTISS 
Colonel , Corps of Engineers 

Annexes : Chief of Staff 
1, Fiscal 
2. Supply 
3. Personnel
 
k» Signal
 
5. Transportation 
6. Historical
 
7« Operations
 

DISTRIBUTION: 
5 Ea. Area and Sub Area 
3 Ea. Staff Section 

15 CG., sth Army, Chicago, 111. 
2 CG., 6th Army, Presidio, San Francisco, Calif. 
2 C.G-, 10th Air Force, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. 
2 AG, State of Nebraska 
2 AG, State of So. Dakota 
2 AG, State of Wyoming 
2 C.0«. ,Ninth Naval District 
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PLAN FOX DEMOBILIZATION 

FISCAL ANNEX (1) 

Upon receipt of orders to proceed with demobilization, Area and Sub-
Area Commanders will be governed by the following procedures with respect 
to the functions as indicated. 

a. Termination of Civilian personnel (Employees hired solely for 
Fifth Army Disaster £orce Snowbound Operations) .-In releasing employees 
serving under Temporary appointments in~connection with Fifth Army Disaster 
Force Snowbound operations, the inclosed form "Release of Personnel" will 
be completed at the earliest opportunity after the Area or Sub-Area Office 
has been ordered to demobilize. It is important that all portions of this 
form be carefully completed inasmuch as the data thereon will determine 
final per diem and salary payments. "vVhen employees are terminated, time 
rolls should be clearly marked, opposite their name. The mode of travel 
and time of departure should be determined by the Acting Transportation 
Agent in such manner as to insure a minimum of Government expenditures. 
The time used in establishing per diem payments willbe determined by the 
estimated time of arrival of the employee at his home station, based on 
the decision of the Acting Transportation Agent. The date for' termination 
of the employee's time will be confirmed likewise. This form should be 
prepared in duplicate, a carbon copy to be retained for the Area or Sub-
Area records and the original to be forwarded to this headquarters together 
with a signed Form 1012 for the purpose of facilitating final payment. 
It willbear the signature of both the employee and the Government inter
viewer. 

b. Termination of Equipment Rental Agreements .-The inclosed form 
"Release oi1 Equipment* willbe 'completed, in triplicate, in the Area or 
Sub-Area Office in the presence of the equipment owner or his representative. 
One copy willbe retained in the Area or Sub-Area Office, one furnished to 
the owner and the original transmitted to this headquarters. In the event 
that the owner is requesting reimbursement for mobilization and demobiliza
tion costs and such costs can be negotiated to the mutual satisfaction of 
both the owner and the Government, such costs should be itemized on the in
closed form. If mutual agreement cannot be had as to the amount of such 
costs, then Area or Sub-Area Offices should submit the claim of the owner 
on the inclosed form to this headquarters together with copies of support
ing papers. The form should be signed by both the owner and the Govern
ment representative. Separate Forms 1403 should be submitted for rental 
and mobilization and demobilization costs. To facilitate payment obtain 
two Forms 1031+, certified by the contractor, for transmit tal to this head
quarters. One Form 103U willbe used for rental payments and the other 
for mobilization and demobilization costs. 

c. Execution of Field Purchase Receipts, Form 292. -Insure that Field 
Purchase Receipts, Form 'd^2,have been prepared and submitted to this head
quarters for all services or materials rendered locally. 

d. Disposition of Files. -All files should be carefully boxed and de
livered to this headquarters. 
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RELEASE OF PERSONNEL
 

NAME:
 

DESIGNATION:
 

MAILING ADDRESS :
 

REPORTING LOCATION[ FROM
 

[RETURNING LOCATION 

'IMBMODE 0^ TRAVEL & TIME OFOF DEPARTUREDEPARTURE 

PER DIEM WILL BE PAID TO (Time and date of arrival at destination) 

EMPLOYEE WILL BE CARRIED ON TIME ROLLS UNTIL (Time and date) 

•* 

Signed by 
{Above -named, employee^ 

(Government Interviewer 

* 
Show this time on the time roll. 
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RELEA.SE OF EQUIPMENT
 

EQUIPMENT OWNER: 

CONTRACT NO,: 

MAILING ADDRESS: 

BRIEF LIST OF PLANT INVOLVED: 

ORIGINAL SHIPPING POINT OF ABOVE EQUIPMENT: 

POINT AT WHICH RENTALS STARTED: 

POINT OF RELEASE: 

TO BE RETURNED TO: 

RENTAL TO BE PAID UNTIL:
 

ITEMIZE ANY MOBILIZATION & DEMOBILIZATION COSTS BELOW:
 

Signed by: 
(Equipment Owner or Representative ) 

' 

(Government Representative} 
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PUN FOR DEMOBILIZATION' 

\u25a0 SUPPLY 'ANNEX (2). 

I. EQUIPMENT.-	
», 

When. an. area or: sub-area has been designated, in. a. state of .de
mobilization, the Area Commander \u25a0\u25a0will, as' equipment becomes available 
for release, immediately report by wire or telephone to :this v Headquarters, 
Attention: Equipment Section, observing insofar as practicable the fol
lowing priorities: . , 

First: Contractor owned' equipment. 

Second:	 State, County, or other local government owned 
equipment. 

4 

Third; Navy or other Federal government ovyned- equipment 
;-'; \u25a0 -' >••\u25a0\u25a0"\u25a0''\u25a0,I : ,", except Army. '\u25a0:\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0''\u25a0 

Fourth; ,	 Army owned., equipment. 

A. Contractor ;Equipmen't v 

1.....Th.c name of the ;contractor owning the equipment, together with 
his address and list of equipment rented will be .furnished. Also informa

\u25a0tion as, to whether the .equ ipmen't wil1be returned by lowboy or: railroad 
should be given if:ava-i-lsible, -\u25a0\u25a0 In'this connection, lowboys workijig in the 
area should --be, made, available for these shipments, taking- into considera

willbe' required to load out rail,,shipments* .-.tion certain^ Xowboys 

6. Army	 Equipment. 

' 
1. . Prior to ,evacuation, all Army equipment willbe. [given a tech

nicaT inspection by. qualified .Ordnanoe" and Engineer j.n,spect.ors from this
 
:He,ad;quar :ter,s who, w^ll;re-cord,- the Condition of the major items, on' appropri

ate" forms according to,- existing regulations. Copies of these prepared 
forms willbe sent to the consignee and to this Headquarters. Assemblies, 
spare parts, and,,other-. supplies willbe evacuated to installations desig
nated by iph,is. Eeadquairtf rs^ in an "as is" condition by truck or rail. 

12.,( AllArmy equipment thstt" ls to be shipped willbe collected 
by Area Commanders at -suitable shipping points, and this Headquarters ad
vised by wire when accomplished. Drivers of wheeled vehicles that are to 
return. by road willbe given routing"instructions to points of final des

•tination	 ;sub sequent;. to. technical- inspections 

3. ALLgovernment ;equipment 't'Kat hais' not been. shipppd ;willbe
 
reported to this .Headquarters with'the Ibcatibn on an overlay with justi
fication of non-shipment. , . . • . \u25a0\u25a0,/>\u25a0
 

' 

1."..'-.'. h».. .Upon receipt'vof proper 'authority to 3hip u^S«.,-G-OYernment 
'property back to its final destination, you will submit one copy of the 
issue slip (DA AGO Uh£>) to this Headquarters for the attention of the Chief, 
Supply Section. For those items against which your Memorandum Receipt sig
nature is held in this Headquarters, there will be issued a credit relieving 
you of such responsibility. It is essential, when reporting the return 
of TJ. S. Government property, that full descriptive details (registry 
numbers, locations, etc.) be included so that the demobilization records 
can be accomplished with the minimum of delay. 

5* Allarmy property that has been designated as emergency
 
reserve equipment willbe segregated at points selected by Headquarters,
 
Disaster Force Snowbound.
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11. WINTER CLOTHING. 

1. Allpersonnel and all units, excepting troops from Camp Car
son, Colorado, and Fort Enox, Kentucky, who brought winter clothing with 
them from their home stations, will immediately turn in all items of cloth
ing of this nature, drawn from "Disaster Operation Snowbound" , to the Area 
Engineer in charge of each Area. The Area Engineer willbe responsible for 
transporting this clothing in the most expeditious manner possible to the 
Quartermaster, Offutt Field, Nebraska. 

111. SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS. 

1. These instructions are published for the information of and 
guidance of Area Engineers for the preparation of demobilized military 
equipment subsequent to the receipt of shipping directions from this Head
quarters. 

2. Loading Rules for rail shipment of Tracked and yftieeled Equip
ment: AllMilitary Equipment shipped by Rail must be prepared to prevent 
damage, corrosion and deterioration during the period of movement. 

(a) Railroad cars must be inspected to ascertain if they 
can carry loads to destination. 

(b) The load should clear brake wheels. 
(c) Load limits should	 not be exceeded. 
(d) Clearing limits must be within those established by the 

carrier. 
(c) Blocking willbe in accordance with requirements as pre

scribed by the Association of American Railroads. Additional block
ing may be added at the discretion of the Officer in Charge. 

(f) Chock blocks, side cleats, strapping (No. 8 gage black 
annealed wire) cleats, etc., willbe procured and/or fabricated 
locally. 

(g) Allorganizational equipment, such as tools, received 
with the vehicles will be boxed, if practicable, and accompany the 
vehicle. Surplus spare parts, supplies, tools and equipment, pro
cured from army stocks or procured and/or fabricated locally will be 
shipped either by rail or truck to the following points: 

Engineer Property--Corps of Engineers, Florence Boatyard, 
9600 River Drive, Omaha, Nebraska 

—
 
Quartermaster Property	 Quartermaster, Offutt Air Force Base, 

Fort Crook, Nebraska 
— 

Ordnance Property	 Fifth Army Area Ordnance Shop, Offutt Air 
Force Base, Fort Crook, Nebraska 

In this connection, government trucks willbe utilized to the 
maximum for the transportation of parts, supplies and equipment. 

3. Extreme vigilance will be exercised to return all government 
property to Military supply channels for the purpose of property clearance 
of all concerned. 
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PLAIT FOR DEMOBILIZATION 

Personnel Annex (3) 

Military 

1.	 Definition of personnel 

-
a.	 Army personnel Personnel, officers and enlisted men, who are 

assigned to units of the Regular Army. 

-
b.	 Casual personnel Personnel, officers and enlisted men (Army), 

whose parent organization is not temporarily stationed in the 
area designated for demobilization. 

-
c.	 Personnel Personnel, officers and enlisted men (Army), whose 

parent organization is temporarily stationed in the area 
designated for demobilization. 

2. A personnel officer will be designated in each area by the area 
commander and his name reported to this headquarters immediately. Upon 
notification of demobilization, he will perform the following duties. 

a.	 Coordinate the movement of all casual personnel according to 
directive issued by this headquarters. 

b.	 Prepare and forward this headquarters a roster of all casual 
personnel (Army), officer and enlisted men, in each area 
headquarters and sub-area being demobilized, including name, 
grade, serial number, parent organization and permanent 
station and present location. 

3» No casual personnel will be moved from present location (location 
given on roster required in paragraph 2 above) without prior approval 
of this headquarters. Commanding officers of organizations temporarily 
stationed in the demobilization area v;illbe responsible to the area 
commander for personnel of their organization and for their movement 
from demobilization area to permanent station. 

U. Casual personnel willbe moved by most direct route from present 
location to permanent station. 

5. Ai'ea commanders will forward all recommendations for awards and 
decorations to this headquarters within 10 days after completion of 
operations and demobilization. 

6. Any unused portion of T/Rs or meal tickets willbe turned in to the 
nearest transportation officer. 

Civilian 

1. Supervisory and clerical personnel, Personnel from the Districts 
within the Corps or Engineers should be released as Ist priority and re
turned promptly as possible to their home station. However, such key per
sonnel from this group as are necessary to clear equipment shipment, per
sonnel records, cost and fiscal accounts, etc. should be so selected and 
retained in the Area as required for release upon completion of their 
assignment. 

a. As personnel of the above classification are released to their 
home station, this office willbe advised, Attention: Personnel, as to 
name and time of departure and destination* 
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b. Passenger carrying vehicles, i.e., sedans and pickups, from 
Corps of Engineers District Offices and sub-offices are to be returned to 
their home station v/ith the supervisory or clerical personnel referred to 
in paragraph 1 above, whenever practicable. Action on this type of trans
portation vehicle should be similarly reported as outlined in paragraph la. 

c» Return transportation should be issued to employees not hold
ing return T/Rs or portion of unused tickets or where transportation is not 
available to home station through passenger vehicles being released as out
lined in paragraph lb. 

2. Supervisory and clerical personnel employed locally by the Area 
should be released as 2d priority except when their services cannot be 
utilized in the demobilization plans. 
Ist priority for release. 

The latter classification becomes 

3. Labor 

a. Operators of contractors' equipment willbe released first. 

b. National Guard, Army Reserve and Naval Reserve personnel 
will be released next. 

c. Civil Service operators will be relieved from snowbound duty 
last in the following order: 

Permanent District Civil Service employees first. 
Temporary Duty Civil Service employees last. 

d. All employees hired for Operation Snowbound who are under 
temporary duty travel orders away from their home or point of hire will be 
carried on field time rolls for 8 hours travel time beyond their last hour 
of duty unless they can return home in less than 8 hours in which event 
they will be allowed normal travel time to their home or point of hire. 
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PLAN FOR DEMOBILISATION 
SIGNAL ANNEX (I*) 

Uponl issuance of competent orders from Headquarters Fifth Army 
Disaster Force Snowbound, the following instructions will apply: 

a. Radio 

(l)	 Radio stations will remain open until orders to close are 
received from this headquarters. 

(2)	 The operating personnel at each radio station willbe 
responsible for dismantling, packing and shipping the 
radio equipment. Operators will coordinate movement 
of equipment by aircraft, rail or truck with the local 
Area or Sub-Area Commander. Operating personnel will 
not depart station before the equipment. 

(3)	 Radio equipment willbe shipped as follows: 

(a ) Ains worth, Nebra ska
 
O'Neill, Nebraska
 
Valentine, Nebraska
 
Gillette, Wyoming
 

To:	 Inspector Instructor 
Naval Reserve Training Center 
Fort Omaha 
Omaha, Nebraska 

(b)	 Alliance, Nebraska
 
Neligh, Nebraska
 

To:	 Transportation Officer 
Strategic Air Command 
Offutt Air Force- Base 
Ft Crook, Nebraska 
Attention: Communication Officer 

(c)	 -North Platte, Nebraska 

To:	 Inspector Instructor 
Naval Reserve Training Center 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

(d)	 Broken Bow, Nebraska 
Mullen, Nebraska 
Chadron, Nebraska 

To:	 Omaha District Engineer 
1709 Jackson Street 
Omaha 2, Nebraska 
Attention: Radio Engineer 

(c)	 Rawlins, Wyoming 

To:	 Inspector Instructor 
• Naval Reserve Training Center 

Denver, Colorado 

b.	 Telephone and Telegraph Accounts. 

(1)	 Telephone accounts: Telephone services procured locally 
should b3 covered by a "Field Purchase Receipt", MRD Form 
292, and the executed Form 292 should be distributed as 
per instructions printed thereon. Vendors invoices 
covering such services should be submitted to this head
quarters in duplicate. Services furnished should be 
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itemized on the invoice in sufficient detail to show 
what the charges are for. The original only of the invoice 
should be certified by the vendor as follows: 

Icertify that the above bill is correct and just; 
that	 payment therefor ht-.s not been received; that 
all statutory requirements as to American production 
and labor standards, and all conditions of purchase 
applicable to the transactions have been complied 
with; and that State or local taxes are not included 
in the amounts billed. 

Payee 
fame of company 

Per 
Name and 'title) 

Charges for long distance telephone calls should be 
supported by a telephone toll statement, in duplicate, 
prepared by the telephone company, showing the date, 
place called, total charges, minutes and class or type 
of call (person to person, station to station, .etc. ). 
ENG Form 1|.03 ,Receiving and Delivery Report, should be 
executed to cover each invoice and submitted in duplicate 
to this headquarters v/ith the invoice. 

(2)	 Telegraph Accounts: Telegraph services need not be covered 
by a "Field Purchase '"Receipt 11,MRD Form 292. Vendor's 
invoices covering such services should be submitted to this 
headquarters, in duplicate, accompanied by the original 
messages; viz, the copy bearing the operator's original 
notation or endorsement of transmission showing actual 
performance. It is immaterial whether the copy bearing 
these notations is a ribbon or carbon copy. Charges for •' 
messages received Government collect willbe supported by 
the impression 'copy of the message. Where messages have 
been telephoned to the telegraph office, the message made 
at that office for transmission is acceptable. Where an 
identical message is sent to two or more destinations, the 
wire	 or copies from which transmissions were actually made 
are considered to be the originals. The original only of 
the invoice should be certified by the vendor the same as 
for telephone services-. ENG Form i-j.03, Receiving and 
Delivery Report, should be executed to cover each invoice 
and submitted in duplicate to this headquarters with the 
invoice • 
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PLAN FOR DEMOBILIZATION 

TRANSPORTATION ANNEX (5) 

1.	 Transportation of Personnel. 

a.	 Government passenger vehicles returning to Omaha willbe utilized 
to the fullest extent in returning Operation Snowbound personnel 
of all categories. 

b«	 Civilian employees of the Government who presently are performing 
duties as clerks in the various area and sub-area offices willbe 
appointed as Civilian Transportation Agents by this headquarters 
in accordance with procedure outlined in AR 55-105, P&r. 3* Change 
9, dated 8 February 19hh t f°r "the purpose of issuing transportation 
requests only. In connection therewith a book of blank transporta
tion requests willbe furnished to the designated Transportation 
Agent simultaneously with his letter of appointment in order that 
the movement of personnel, i.e., military, government and temporary 
duty, may be accomplished efficiently and expeditious ly when the 
necessity arises for the use of commercial transportation. 

c.	 Unused transportation requests and/or tickets willbe turned over 
to the nearest Transportation Officer or Transportation Agent for 
cancellation. 

2.	 Transportation of Freight. 

a.	 Upon receipt of request for shipment of equipment, the Transporta
tion Officer, this Headquarters, willhave government bills of 
lading prepared in this headquarters and forwarded by most expedi
tious means to responsible Operation Snowbound representative at 
shipping point. Full instructions willbe furnished on handling 
bills of lading. Concurrently with above action, responsible rep
resentative willbe advised by Transportation Officer, this head
quarters, as to type and size of cars to order for the particular 
items of equipment he is shipping. Operation Snowbound representa
tive responsible for loading and shipping must maintain close con
tact with the local carrier freight agent so that loading can be 
accomplished in the free time period. If itbecomes apparent 
that demurrage charges will be incurred, this headquarters will 
be furnished full information immediately. 

b.	 Loading, blocking and bracing must be performed in accordance with 
pertinent d/a and carrier regulations. (See Supply Annex) 
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FLAN FOR DEMOBILIZATION
 
HISTORICAL ANNEX (6)
 

1. In order to retain the experiences of Operation Snowbound 
for possible future use by the Army, each Area and Sub-Area Engineer 
will submit an "After-Action Report" to the Historical Section of 
Operation upon demobilization. This report will cover any or all 
of the subjects listed below. All phases of the Operation are to 
be considered, such as snow and ice clearance from roads, railways, 
bridges, etc., relief of distressed persons and cattle, field 
maintenance, supply, and evacuation. Equipment referred to willbe 
adequately described to permit exact identification. 

a. Brief report of any incident which contains a military lesson. 

b. Unusual techniques or improvisations by military or civilian 
personnel. 

c. Mechanical failures or limitations due to the nature of the 
operation. 

d. Comments on communications. 

c. Comments on performance of field maintenance as affected by 
snow clearance and cold weather (civil and military). 

f. Comments on the employment of air equipment. 

(1) Relief 

(2) Reconnaissance 

(3) Supply 

(U) Communications 

g. Organization within Areas or Sub-Areas. 

h. Comments on any other problems or subjects that are believed
 
to be of value.
 

2. Individual reports from the following staff branches of 
Headquarters Operation Snowbound willbe submitted to the Historical 
Section upon demobilization. Requirements for these reports have been 
given orally: 

A. Air Officer 

B. American Red Cross 

C. Public Information Office 

D. Personnel 

E. Signal 

F» Ordnance 

G. Engineer 

H. Supply 
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PUN FOR DEMOBILIZATION 

OPERATIONS ANNEX (7) 

DAILY REPORT OF SUB AREA 

For 2k Hours Ending 1800 
1Day [on

PERSONNEL & EQUIPMENT 

(1) (2) 

Personnel on Hand Equipment on Hand 

Army Dozer a 

Officers Truck Plow b 

E *M« b Rotary Plow c 

Air Force c Trucks d 

Navy d Weasels c 

National Guard c Patrols f 

Civil Service f Lowboys 6 

Contractor 6 _ Sedan & 
Pickups h 

Other h 

INFORMATION FOR TRANSPORTATION ON DAILY REPORT FROM THE FIELD 

(3) Railroad cars spotted for loading today: 

Car Number Loading Point 

(U) Railroad cars loaded and released for shipment today: 
Contractors 

Car No« Loading Point Destination Contents name or Govt. 
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(5)	 Lowboys: 

(a)	 Available for return shipments 

(b)	 Additional required 

(6)	 Genera}. Situation and Local Problems (brief) 

/ 

(7)	 Any problems or difficulties that this Headquarters can solve or 
help solve: 

(8)	 Weather Conditions in Sub Area during 2ij.-Hour Period (include brief 
details of winds causing drifting, or precipitation.) 
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